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ABSTRACT

MICROTUBULE DYNAMICS IN INTERPHASE

AND MITOTIC CELLS
SEPTEMBER
ERIC A. SHELDEN,

B.S.,

1992

UNIVERSITY OF MAINE

M.S.,

UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS

Ph.D.,

UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS

Directed by: Professor Patricia Wadsworth

Microtubules are dynamic polymers which play important roles in mitosis,
locomotion, and the determination and maintenance of cell polarity.

of microtubule assembly and disassembly in these processes

I

To

cell

understand the role

have localized

sites

of

microtubule growth by injecting labeled tubulin subunits into cells during spindle
elongation (anaphase B) and

chromosome

separation (anaphase A).

The behavior of

microtubules in interphase cells was also examined by injection of fluorescent tubulin
subunits,

and observation of the resulting fluorescent microtubules using low

light level

fluorescence microscopy.

These experiments demonstrate

that rapid

assembly of interzonal microtubules

occurs concomitantly with the maximal rate of spindle elongation. Furthermore, the rate of
interzonal microtubule elongation is greater than the rate of spindle pole separation, and the
pattern of microtubule assembly

is

most consistent with the dynamic

instability

model of

microtubule behavior. These observations demonstrate that interzonal microtubule

assembly

is

not directly coupled to spindle elongation in these cells and place constraints on

existing models of spindle pole separation.

vii

Electron microscopic and confocal fluorescence observations of cells injected

during anaphase

A reveal that injection of biotin-tubulin can induce the assembly of

kinetochore microtubules at their plus-ends
at this stage

-

microtubules

in a concentration

is

-

normally the

site

dependent manner. The elongation of kinetochore

accompanied by the reversal of chromosome-to-pole motion. Thus,

anaphase onset does not prevent addition of tubulin subunits
microtubules, and
tubulin in vivo

some

at the

plus-end of kinetochore

aspects of mitosis can be regulated by the concentration of free

.

CHO fibroblasts and PtKi epithelial cells

Finally, fluorescent microtubules in living

have been examined using a 2 second observation
results

of microtubule disassembly

interval.

These observations confirm

of earlier studies which demonstrate that microtubules turn over more rapidly in

fibroblasts than in epithelial cells. Surprisingly, quantitative analysis of individual

microtubule behavior reveals that microtubules in epithelial cells undergo depolymerization

more frequently than microtubules

in fibroblasts.

However, microtubules undergoing

disassembly are rapidly rescued in epithelial cells but not fibroblasts. These results
demonstrate that microtubule behavior is regulated in a

cell type specific

manner and

suggest that epithelial cells contain regulatory factors not found in fibroblasts.
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CHAPTER

1

GENERAL INTRODUCTION

Microtubules are ubiquitous cytoskeletal components of eukaryotic

cells

which are

required for the directed motion of intracellular organelles and mitotic chromosomes and

play important roles in the determination and maintenance of polarized cell morphology and
directed cell motion. In addition, microtubules are highly labile structures under
conditions,

and thus

their

selective stabilization

involvement in normal

many

cell function requires the assembly,

and disassembly of microtubules

in an organized

and coordinated

manner.

Microtubule Structure and Polarity

Microtubules are formed by the polymerization of alpha-beta tubulin heterodimers

(Luduena

et al., 1977), into tubules generally

circumference (for review, see
in the

same

Amos et al.,

direction within a microtubule

25

nm in diameter and

13 subunits in

1976). Tubulin dimers (subunits) are oriented

(Amos and Klug,

1974), thus, microtubules

poses two morphologically distinct ends, one with exposed beta tubulin, the other with

exposed alpha

tubulin. In vitro experiments demonstrate that the

two ends of a microtubule

are functionally as well as morphologically distinct; the rate of microtubule polymerization
at

one end of a microtubule, termed the plus or fast growing end,

is

greater than that at the

opposite minus or slow growing end (Allen and Borisy, 1974; Dentler et

and Borisy, 1980), and the

affinity

of the plus end for tubulin subunits

is

al.,

1974; Bergen

higher than that

of the minus end (Margolis and Wilson, 1978). Various methods can be used to determine
the structural polarity of intact microtubules. For example, microtubules placed in

conditions which promote polymerization increase in length

1

more rapidly

at the plus end.

This method has been used to reveal the polarity of microtubule arrays found in
flagella (Allen

cilia

and

and Borisy, 1974; Binder and Rosenbaum,1978) as well as of single

microtubules (Summers and Kirschner, 1979). Dynein, a microtubule motor protein, binds
to

microtubules at an angle with respect to the microtubule

axis.

The

orientation of attached

dynein reveals the polarity of microtubules in the same way that the polarity of actin
filaments is revealed

by the attachment of heavy meromyosin (Haimo

et al., 1979). Finally,

under some conditions microtubules can provide a substrate for the polymerization of new
incomplete microtubules along the length of the original "seed" microtubule (Burton and

Himes, 1978). In cross sections, these incomplete microtubules appear as curved hooks,
and the direction of curvature indicates the orientation of the seed microtubule with respect
to the observer

(Mandelkow and Mandelkow,

1979). This technique has been used to

demonstrated that the vast majority of microtubules found in living cells have free plus
ends, while the minus ends are

embedded in or attached

to intracellular structures (Allen

and Borisy, 1974; Heidemann and Mcintosh, 1980; Euteneuer and Mcintosh, 1980,1981).
Although the orientation of the alpha-beta dimers within microtubules
arguments suggest that beta tubulin
tubulin is exposed at the

is

exposed

at the plus

is

not known, kinetic

or fast growing end, while alpha

minus end (Mandelkow and Mandelkow, 1989).

GTP

Microtubule Assembly Requires

Each member of an alpha-beta dimer is capable of binding a molecule of GTP
(Weisenberg

GTP at this

et

al.,

1968; Bryan, 1972). Alpha tubulin binds

site (the

GTP tightly, and exchange of

N site) is slow. In contrast, GTP bound to beta tubulin (the E site) is

capable of both rapid exchange and hydrolysis (Zeeberg and Caplow, 1979). Tubulin-GTP

must be present for microtubule assembly, and assembly
hydrolysis of bound

GTP to form tubulin-GDP (Carlier,

remains associated with tubulin subunits

is

1982).

until the subunits

2

accompanied by the rapid

Once formed,

GDP

depolymerize. Because addition

and loss of tubulin subunits

in vivo occurs almost exclusively at the plus

microtubule (Geuens et

1989; Mitchison et

the plus

al.,

al.,

end of a

1986; Schulze and Kirschner, 1986),

end of an elongating microtubule contains a high proportion of tubulin-GTP

subunits, while the remaining microtubule

has been hydrolyzed.

microtubule
subunits at

is

its

It

polymer is comprised of dimers

in

which

GTP

has been suggested that under physiological conditions a

"protected"

from disassembly by the presence of a "cap" of tubulin-GTP

plus end (Carlier and Panteloni, 1981; for review, see Bayley, 1990).

Although the presence of a

GTP cap has not been direcdy demonstrated, numerous

experiments have both provided strong evidence in favor of this "GTP-cap" model of
microtubule assembly, and suggested that
length (Walker et

al.,

this

cap

may be as

small as a few dimers in

1991).

Dynamic

Instability

Model of Microtubule Assembly

In the presence of high concentrations of tubulin-GTP, the loss of a microtubule's

GTP
is

"cap", and the subsequent conversion of the microtubule

an infrequent event (Walker

et al., 1988). In the

from growing

to shrinking

presence of more limited concentrations

of tubulin-GTP, however, random diffusion of tubulin-GTP subunits, coupled with
microtubule polymerization,

may result in

local depletion of free

tubulin-GTP subunits

microtubule's plus-end, and a decrease in the rate of tubulin-GTP addition.
conditions, formation of tubulin-GDP within the microtubule lattice
the exposed microtubule

end and result

of tubulin-GDP disassembly

is

in

at

a

Under these

may proceed as far as

disassembly of the microtubule. Because the rate

higher than the rate of tubulin-GTP assembly, such random

depolymerization events result in populations of microtubules in which both slow growing

and rapidly shrinking microtubules are present (Mitchison and Kirschner, 1984a). This
behavior of microtubule populations, termed dynamic instability (Mitchison and Kirschner,
1984a), has

now been

directly observed both in vitro (Horio

3

and Hotani, 1986; Walker et

al.,

1988) and in yjyja (Cassimeris et

Kirschner 1988), and

al.,

1988;

Sammak and Borisy,

1988; Schulze and

may be an underlying principle in the formation and function of all

microtubule containing structures.

Treadrnilling

Model of Microtubule Assembly

Because the plus and minus ends of a microtubule have
tubulin subunits, under

while being lost at

its

some conditions

minus end.

different affinities for

subunits can add to a microtubule at

and

If addition

its

plus end

loss of tubulin subunits are balanced,

turnover or "treadrnilling" of the microtubule lattice can occur without net change in the
total

length of the microtubule polymer (Margolis and Wilson, 1978).

that if an

lattice,

the

end of such a microtubule were held

It

has been suggested

stationary, translocation of the microtubule

and of attached organelles or chromosomes, would occur from the plus end toward

minus end (Mitchison, 1989a; Nicklas, 1987a). Although few examples of treadrnilling

behavior in vivo

exist,

net translocation or "flux" of microtubule polymer toward the minus

end of both kinetochore (Mitchison, 1989a) and non-kinetochore microtubules has recently
been demonstrated. The role of this mechanism in the in vivo function of the mitotic spindle
apparatus has yet to be determined.

Regulation of Microtubule Assembly

Microtubules in vivo exhibit a
vitro

.

much greater range of behaviors than microtubules in

For example, microtubules observed in

vitro are rarely seen to pause, while

microtubules in vivo can remain in a meta-stable

state,

during which neither elongation or

shortening can be detected, for extended periods of time (Schulze and Kirschner,

1976,1987). Experiments conducted in mitotic cells at the level of microtubule populations

(Salmon

et al., 1984)

and direct observation of individual microtubules

4

in living interphase

cells (Cassimeris et al., 1988;

Sammak and Borisy,

1988; Schulze and Kirschner, 1988)

have further revealed that microtubules in vivo can convert from growing to shrinking
states (catastrophe)

and from shrinking to growing

than microtubules in vitro (Walker et

al.,

states (rescue)

much more frequently

1988). In addition, although tubulin in vitro

is

capable of self assembly in solution, most microtubules in living cells are nucleated from

microtubule organizing centers (MTOCs). Finally, microtubules undergoing
depolymerization in interphase cells are often rescued before they depolymerize completely.

This behavior, termed "tempered" dynamic instability
results in

(Sammak and Borisy,

1988b),

microtubule arrays where exchange between polymerized and free tubulin

subunits (microtubule turnover) occurs most rapidly at microtubule plus ends, while the

remaining microtubule polymer undergoes turnover more slowly.

Microtubule Associated Proteins

Some of the
associated proteins

which bind

Some, such

first

microtubule regulatory factors to be isolated were microtubule

(MAPs; Sloboda et

tightly to,

al.,

1975).

MAPs are a diverse group of proteins

and are thus co-purified stoichiometrically with, microtubules.

as dynein, are microtubule-based

motor proteins (Gibbons, 1965), while

others lack motile functions but affect the assembly behavior of microtubules. Experiments

conducted

at the level

of microtubule populations demonstrate that the presence of MAPs

stimulates the in vitro and in vivo assembly of microtubules (Cleveland et

al.,

1977; Drubin

and Kirschner, 1986; Herzog and Weber, 1978; Sloboda and Rosenbaum, 1979), and
increases the resistance of microtubules to microtubule destabilizing agents (for review, see

Purich and Kristofferson, 1984). Examination of individual microtubules in yj£2 further
reveals that

MAPs increase the growth rate of individual microtubules, and can both

decrease the frequency of catastrophe events and increase the frequency of rescue events

(Bre and Karsenti, 1990; Pryer, 1989). Although

MAPs were first isolated from sources of

highly stable microtubules, such as cilia and nerve tissues (Gibbons, 1965; Olmsted and

5

MAPs have now been found in association with microtubules in a wide

Borisy, 1973)

variety of cell types during both interphase and mitosis (for reviews, see

1989: Olmsted, 1986;

Wiche

in vitro is strongly affected

1981;

Murphy and Flavin,

et

al.,

Bloom and Vallee,

1991). Finally, the binding of MAPs to microtubules

by both phosphorylation of MAPs (Jameson and Caplow,
1983; Sloboda et

al.,

1975) and the interaction of MAPs with

calmodulin (Lee and Wolff, 1984) indicating that the regulation of microtubule dynamic
behavior by

MAPs is under cellular control.

Calcium and Magnesium

The concentration of various cations,
been demonstrated to affect the in vitro and
is

particularly calcium

in

and magnesium, has also

vivo behavior of microtubules. Magnesium

required in small amounts for microtubule polymerization in vitro (Weisenberg, 1972)

while even low concentrations of calcium ions prevents the in vitro assembly of
microtubules (Weisenberg, 1972), and causes the disassembly of intact microtubules
(Kiehart, 1981;

Salmon and

whereby calcium ions
effect is

Segall, 1980;

Zhang

et

1992). Although the

al.,

inhibits microtubule polymerization is

now known to be mediated by

still

mechanism

poorly understood,

this

the calcium binding protein calmodulin. Both

calmodulin and calcium sequestering membrane systems have been found in association
with subsets of cellular microtubules (De
1984;

Welsh

et al.,

concentration

may

Mey et al.,

1980; Hepler, 1980,1989; Petzelt,

1978) strongly suggesting that local changes in calcium ion

be involved in the in vivo regulation of microtubule assembly and

disassembly. In addition, experiments using calcium ions or calcium chelating agents have

demonstrated that the onset of kinetochore microtubule disassembly during anaphase

chromosome-to-pole motion
Kiehart, 1981;

Salmon and

(Izant, 1983), the integrity

Segall, 1980)

motion (Cande, 1981; Zhang

et al.,

and the

of the mitotic spindle

rate of

(Izant, 1983;

anaphase chromosome-to-pole

1990) can be experimentally regulated by changes in

the concentration of calcium ions. Furthermore, observations using calcium indicator dyes

6

have revealed that elevation of intracellular calcium concentration (Hepler and Callaham,
1987) or calcium transients (Poenie et
cells initiate the

al.,

1986; Ratan et

al.,

1986) can occur ia vivo as

motion of chromosomes toward the poles during mitosis.

Post-translational Modification

Dynamically
characterized

by the

groups of microtubules found

distinct

in living cells are often

post-translational acetylation or detyrosination of alpha tubulin

subunits or the phosphorylation of beta tubulin subunits (for review, see Greer and

Rosenbaum, 1989). Microtubules comprised of such post-translationally modified tubulin
are generally less

dynamic and more resistant

to depolymerization than microtubules

comprised of non-modified tubulin. For example, microtubules found in

(Gunderson and Bulinski, 1986a; Schneider
Keyser, 1987;

Wehland and Weber,

stable microtubules

found in the

Kirschner, 1986; Schulze et

al.,

cilia

and flagella

et al., 1987), neurite cell processes (Black

1987), centrioles (Gunderson et

interior regions

of cultured animal

al.,

cells

and

some

1984), and

(Schulze and

1987) react strongly with antibodies to detyrosinated or

acetylated tubulin. Other studies have demonstrated increases in the in vivo

phosphorylation of microtubules during differentiation of neuroblastoma cells (Gard and
Kirschner, 1985), and have indicated that the level of tubulin acetylation and detyrosination
varies in both a cell cycle dependent

and developmentally regulated manner (Cambray-

Deakin and Burgoyne, 1987; Gunderson and Bulinski, 1986b; Sherwin

et

al.,

1987).

However, experimental detyrosination of cytoplasmic microtubules has no effect on the

dynamic behavior of these microtubules as shown by photobleaching
microtubules (Webster et
in the

al.,

1990). Furthermore, in vitro assays

fail

studies of fluorescent
to detect differences

assembly or disassembly behavior of modified and unmodified tubulin subunits

(Raybin and Flavin, 1977; Maruta et

al.,

staining using antibodies to tyrosinated

1986), and immunofluorescent and

immunogold

and detyrosinated tubulin has revealed

that

some

individual microtubules contain both modified and unmodified tubulin (Gunderson et

7

al.,

1984, Geuens et

al.,

1986). Thus, the role of post-translational modification in generating

dynamically distinct microtubule arrays remains to be resolved

Microtubule Drugs
In addition to binding

GTP,

tubulin dimers can bind several drug molecules which

dramatically alter the behavior of microtubules. Some, such as colchicine, colcemid,
vinblastine

and nocodazole cause the rapid disassembly of microtubules (Bergen and

Borisy, 1983; Jordan et

al.,

1986; Margolis and Wilson, 1977; Snyder et

al.,

others such as taxol, promote microtubule assembly and stability (Bajer et

al.,

1982), while

1982; Schiff

andHorwitz, 1980; Vallee, 1982). These drags have become indispensable experimental
tools in the study of microtubule function

and microtubule based motility

in

vivo (for

reviews, see Dustin, 1984; Schliwa, 1986). In addition, although endogeneous compounds
related to these drugs have yet to be discovered, the presence of microtubule drug binding
sites

suggest that functional analogues of microtubule poisons

regulate

some

may be used by cells to

aspects of microtubule behavior.

Tubulin Concentration
Finally,

it

should be noted that the concentration of tubulin subunits

regulator of microtubule behavior in vitro .

shown

is itself

a potent

The concentration of tubulin-GTP has been

to increase the stability of microtubules in vitro

by increasing the frequency of

rescue events and decreasing the frequency of catastrophe events in a concentration

dependent manner (Walker et

al.,

1988). Experimental increases in the intracellular

concentration of tubulin have also been

shown

to increase the rate of microtubule growth in

vivo (Schulze and Kirschner, 1986), and induce the reversal of anaphase
to-pole

motion (Shelden and Wadsworth, 1992). Furthermore, recent

A chromosome-

direct observations

of microtubules in vitro have demonstrated that the integrity of intact microtubule walls

dependent upon a sufficient concentration of free tubulin subunits (Dye and Williams,

8

is

1991). Finally, the intracellular concentration of tubulin has been

autoregulated at the level of tubulin

shown to be

mRNA translation (Yen et al.,

1988). Such

observations strongly suggest that the behavior of microtubules in vivo

is

regulated by

changes in tubulin subunit concentration.

Organization and Func tion of Microtubules in Interphase Cells

Microtubules in interphase cells provide a substrate for the organization and

movement of intracellular organelles and
polarized cell morphology.
largely determined

are involved in the generation

and maintenance of

The polarized morphology of interphase microtubule

arrays

is

by the presence of a single microtubule organizing center (MTOC)

(Pickett-Heaps, 1969) associated with the nucleus, to which the majority of interphase

microtubules are attached by their minus end. This creates a microtubule array with

microtubule plus ends distal and minus ends proximal to the

motor proteins frequently translocate along microtubules
al.,

MTOC. Microtubule based

in a unidirectional

manner (Vale

et

1985a). For example, the motor protein dynein translocates toward the minus end of a

microtubule (retrograde motion) (Paschal and Vallee, 1987), while kinesin generally moves

along microtubules toward the plus-end (anterograde direction) (Vale et

al.,

1985b). Thus,

organelles and vesicles which bind selectively to these microtubule motor proteins can be
directed toward or

away from

the cell center.

MTOCs may also play a role in regulating the number and behavior of
microtubules. For example, in vitro experiments reveal that
at tubulin concentrations well

MTOCs nucleate microtubules

below the concentration necessary

for tubulin self-assembly

(Mitchison and Kirschner, 1984b). Other observations reveal that the number of
microtubules attached to centrosomes varies in a cell-cycle dependent manner (Snyder and

Mcintosh, 1975; Kuriyama and Borisy, 1981).

More recently,

in yjfis

experiments have

demonstrated that the nucleation capacity of centrosomes can be increased by the

9

phosphorylation of centrosomal proteins (Verde et

al.,

1990,1991). Because cells contain

a limited amount of tubulin, changes in the number of centrosomal microtubules
additional effects

In

may have

on the intracellular concentration of free tubulin.

mammalian

cells,

MTOCs are characterized by a central pair of barrel shaped

microtubule arrays, the centriole

and a surrounding cloud of electron dense

pair,

pericentriolar material. Microtubules are found

do not generally appear to

embedded

in the pericentriolar material but

interact with the centrioles. In addition, a variety of experimental

evidence indicates that the pericentriolar material, not the centriole
sufficient for the generation of interphase microtubule arrays

pair, is

necessary and

(Gould and Borisy, 1977) and

separation of chromosomes during anaphase (Berns and Richardson, 1977).

biochemical composition of MTOCs

is still

Although the

poorly defined, a third form of tubulin subunit

(gamma-tubulin) has recently been found in association with

and has been shown to mediate microtubule nucleation.

MTOCs (Joshi et al.,

1992)

Gamma tubulin may thus play a

crucial role in the determining the over-all organization of microtubule arrays.

A variety of experimental evidence indicates that interphase microtubules are also
involved in maintaining and possibly determining the direction of cell motion. For

example, cells treated with microtubule destabilizing drugs lose the
directed locomotion, although

random motion can

still

ability to

undergo

occur (reviewed in Vasiliev and

Gelfand, 1976; see also Euteneuer and Schliwa, 1984 for an alternate view). In addition,
other experiments indicate that the orientation of the
direction of cell motion (Gotlieb et

al.,

MTOC can be correlated with the

1981) and that destruction of the centrosome or

centriole pair results in loss of a cell's ability to display directed cell motion

(Koonce

et

al.,

1984; Albrect-Buehler, 1979). Other experimental evidence indicates that the presence of

modified microtubule subpopulations can be correlated with the direction of cell motion

(Gunderson and Bulinski, 1988), and

that the

bending of microtubules in living neurons

during growth cone movements predicts changes in the direction of motion (Tanaka and
Kirschner, 1991). Finally,

it

should be noted that microtubules arrays are more dynamic in

1

0

in
.notile fibroblasts than

more

(Pepperkok et
stationary epithelial eells

indieating that mierotubule
Wadsworth and MeGraU, 1990),

al.,

1990;

dynamic behavior may be

with cell locomotion.
required for or correlated
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kinetochores
conditions

may also decrease the stability of attached microtubules

(Hyman and

under some

Mitchison, 1990). Rieder (Rieder, 1982) notes that

MTs found

within the kinetochore fiber display increased stability regardless of whether they are
attached direcdy to the kinetochore.
in part to lateral interactions of

The

increased stability of KMTs

may

therefore be due

KMTs with each other or with MAPs found within the

kinetochore fiber rather than to the actual attachment of KMTs to the kinetochore (Rieder,
1982).

During prometaphase and metaphase, chromosomes become aligned
equator, or metaphase plate, a process termed

congression, linked sister chromatids
equator, these oscillations

chromosome congression. During

move back and forth

become reduced

at the spindle

in in extent

(oscillate) across the spindle

and frequency as anaphase onset

approaches. Recent experimental evidence reveals that such oscillations require the

coordinated assembly and disassembly of KMTs attached to opposing kinetochores

(Mitchison et al, 1986; Wise et

al.,

1991, for review see Mitchison, 1988). These

experiments further reveal that the majority of

chromosome
(Mitchison et

ends

oscillations occurs at the kinetochore proximal or plus ends of the

al.,

1986;

Wise et

al.,

1991), although

may contribute to the overall changes

Although

it

KMT assembly and disassembly during

is clear that the

in

some disassembly

alignment of chromosomes

unknown.

It

at the

that congression results

al.,

1989a).

metaphase plate requires a

sister

chromatids, the nature of

has been postulated that the assembly and disassembly

of KMTs could generate the force required for motion of chromosomes
discussion, see Mcintosh et

KMT minus

KMT length at this stage (Mitchison,

balance of opposing forces applied to the kinetochores of
these forces remains

at

KMTs

1989).

at this stage (for

However, other experimental evidence suggests

from a balance of pulling forces generated

at the

kinetochore (Hays

et al., 1982).

During anaphase, the attachment between

KMTs and kinetochores continues to

provide a mechanical link between the chromosomes and poles. Both in vittp and in

1

3

vivo.

experiments have demonstrated that the kinetochore

is the site

during anaphase chromosome-to-pole motion (Gorbsky et
Nicklas, 1987b). However, the

and

manner in which

of microtubule disassembly

al.,

1988; Koshland et

al.,

1988;

the attachment between the kinetochore

KMTs is maintained during chromosome motion and disassembly of the kinetochore

microtubules, and the

remain unresolved

manner in which

issues.

the force used to

The observation

that

move chromosomes

is

generated,

chromosome motion and the disassembly

of KMTs are tightly coupled, and the exothermic nature of microtubule disassembly, led

Inoue and others

(Hill,

disassembly of KMTs

1981; Inoue, 1976; Inoue and Sato, 1967) to suggest that the the
is itself

support for this hypothesis has
that isolated kinetochores

responsible for the

movement of chromosomes. Some

come from recent experiments which have demonstrated

can remain attached to microtubules which are undergoing

disassembly in response to a decreased tubulin subunit concentration (Koshland

et

al.,

1988) and that microtubules undergoing depolymerization in vitro in response to a
reduction in tubulin concentration can promote the minus end directed motion of

chromosomes and chromosome fragments (Coue

et

al.,

1991). Further evidence in support

of this hypothesis has been provided by ultrastructural analysis which reveals that

microtubule ends become splayed during disassembly, giving the end of a microtubule a
frayed appearance (Mandelkow et

conformational change

is

al.,

1991).

It

has been suggested that

if this

accompanied by the generation of force, the kinetochore, acting

as a sliding collar, could be driven

down kinetochore

microtubule splaying (Koshland et

Some evidence for an

al.,

microtubules ahead of the region of

1988; Mitchison, 1988).

alternative hypothesis has

been obtained from

in vitro

observation of stable microtubules attached to isolated kinetochores, which reveal that

kinetochores can generate motion of microtubules in an

ATP dependant manner (Hyman

and Mitchison, 1991; Mitchison and Kirschner, 1985b). Further observations reveal
this

that

motion can be produced in both a plus end and a minus end directed manner (Hyman

and Mitchison, 1991), suggesting

that either

two motors which move along microtubules
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in

opposite directions are present at the kinetochore, or that the direction of motion can be
regulated in

some manner. Recently, both

direct observation of the

motion of chromosomes

in

vivo (Rieder and Alexander, 1990) and immunological studies (Pfarr et

et

al.,

1990;

Wordeman et

al.,

al.,

1990; Steuer

1991) have provided strong evidence for the presence of

dynein, a minus-end directed microtubule motor, at the kinetochore.

Interzonal Microtubules

Although chromosome separation

in

many cells occurs

largely through the motion

of chromosomes toward the spindle poles (anaphase A) most cells also undergo some

degree of pole-pole separation (anaphase B). In some organisms anaphase

minor role

in the separation of

chromosomes, while

in others anaphase

B plays only a

B may replace

chromosome-to-pole motion as the mechanism of chromosome separation. There

is

general agreement that spindle pole separation involves the interaction and elongation of

microtubules from opposite spindle poles (for reviews, see Mcintosh, 1989; Cande
1989).

It

remains unclear, however,

if

et al.,

interzonal microtubules generate, regulate or convey

the forces required for spindle elongation. In vitro studies conducted using isolated diatom

spindles have provided strong evidence for the presence of a motor protein in the mid-

region of these spindles which generates sliding of the overlapping anti-parallel interzonal

microtubules (Cande and McDonald, 1985;

Cande

Masuda and Cande, 1987,1988;

et al., 1989). In these cells, interzonal microtubules

generated in the interzone to the spindle poles.
spindle

is

somewhat unusual

in that

it is

It

made up

for review see

may therefore convey force

should be noted, however, that the diatom
largely of a bundle of overlapping

interzonal microtubules arranged in a paracrystalline array (for review, see Pickett-Heaps,

1991). In addition, these organisms exhibit very

little

anaphase

motion and the chromosomes are divided to the two daughter

A chromosome-to-pole

cells largely

through the

process of spindle pole separation. Alternatively, experiments conducted during anaphase

B in Fusarium

and
(Aist and Bayles, 1988,1992) and in PtKi epithelial cells (Kronebusch
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Borisy, 1981), in which interzonal microtubules are severed using a highly focused laser

beam or micromanipulation produce
separation.

substantial increases in the rate of spindle pole

Such experiments suggest

that in these

organisms the interaction of interzonal

microtubules from opposite poles serves to regulate rather than generate the force used to
separate the spindle poles. Finally,

it

should be noted that the dynamic instability behavior

of microtubule populations can generate "polar ejection forces" (Rieder et

al.,

1986;

Salmon, 1989) capable of moving objects as large as chromosomes away from the

and

that interzonal microtubules are

most dynamic

in

mammalian

epithelial cells, as

measured by the incorporation of labeled tubulin subunits, when the
spindle elongation

is greatest

pole,

rate

of anaphase

B

(Shelden and Wadsworth, 1989). Together these

observations provide evidence that microtubule assembly

may itself generate

the force

required for spindle pole separation.

Astral Microtubules
Finally, the astral microtubules are those microtubules

emanating from the spindle

poles which do not interact with either a kinetochore or with microtubules from the

opposite pole. Although the role of these microtubules in the process of mitosis

is still

largely unresolved, several investigators have proposed that these microtubules

may

generate forces required for the alignment of chromosomes

prometaphase and metaphase

(for discussion, see

during separation of the spindle poles in anaphase

at the

metaphase plate during

Salmon, 1989), or convey pulling forces

B

spindle elongation (Aist and Bayles,

1988,1992; Kronebusch and Borisy, 1981). Other experiments suggest that these
microtubules

may play

unequal cleavage

an important role

in the positioning

of the spindle pole during

common to many embryonic cells (Salmon,

1976; Schatten, 1981), and

indicate that astral microtubules are required for pronuclear migration during fertilization in

several marine organisms

(Hamaguchi and Hiramoto, 1986; Schatten, 1981).

Finally, a

variety of experimental evidence indicates that astral microtubules are required for the

1

6

(for reviews, see
organization of the contractile ring prior to the onset of cytokinesis

Mabuchi, 1986; Rappaport, 1986).

Resrair.h Objectives

To further characterize the in yjyu behavior of microtubules, I have
three part study of microtubule

dynamics

at the level

undertaken a

of individual microtubules.

First, I

microtubule assembly during mitosis to
have extended the observations of individual
include anaphase

A and B.

Briefly, biotin labelled tubulin subunits

were injected into

After allowing the cells to incorporate injected
living cells at different stages of mitosis.

were lysed, fixed and immunostained with
subunits for varying amounts of time, the cells
antibodies to tubulin

Using

and biotin to reveal both the

this technique, I

have documented

sites

and extent of subunit incorporation.

that interzonal microtubule arrays

work during anaphase
while the cell utilizes them to perform mechanical

B

remain dynamic
spindle

further determined that interzonal
elongation. Using quantitative methods, I have

of anaphase
microtubules are most dynamic during the period
separate most rapidly.

B when the spindle poles

The results of this work therefore contrast with

isolated diatom spindles

that

conducted in

1988).
(Cande and McDonald, 1985; Masuda and Cande,

microtubules
Incorporation of biotin tubulin into interzonal
the completion of spindle separation,

was

significantly

reduced

after

when interzonal microtubules are much less dynamic

packed bundles. The assembly of mitotic
(Saxton and Mcintosh, 1987) and form tightly
exert a pushing force capable of moving
microtubule populations has been shown to
particles as large as mitotic

chromosomes

(Bajer, 1982; Rieder et

al.,

1986; Salmon,

microtubules detected
of incorporation into interzonal
1989). Therefore, the elevated levels

during spindle pole separation suggest a

microtubule assembly

new model of spindle elongation in which

itself produces the force for
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anaphase

B

spindle elongation.

Second,

I

have examined the relationship between microtubule dynamics and

assembly of
chromosome motion in anaphase cells by experimentally inducing the
kinetochore microtubules during anaphase A.

As chromosomes move toward the poles,

attachment between kinetochores and the
kinetochore fibers must shorten to maintain the

provided strong evidence that this disassembly
spindle pole. Recent experiments have
(Euteneuer and Mcintosh, 1980) of the kinetochore
occurs preferentially at the plus ends
(Mitchison et
microtubules, proximal to the kinetochore

al.,

1986; Gorbsky et

al.,

1988;

of kinetochore microtubules appear to be
Nicklas, 1989). Surprisingly, the plus-ends
highly competent to assemble subunits

at this stage.

The elevation of intracellular tubulin

labeled tubulin subunits into anaphase cells
concentration induced by the microinjection of
subunits at the kinetochore plus ends
resulted in rapid assembly of tubulin
site

of

- the presumed

KMT disassembly. Furthermore, this assembly was accompanied by a temporary

Together these results suggest that the direction
reversal of chromosome-to-pole motion.

motion are
and possibly the rate of anaphase chromosome

tightly linked to the

assembly

fiber microtubules, and provide the
and disassembly competence of kinetochore

first

can regulate some aspects of anaphase
demonstration that tubulin subunit concentration

chromosome motion in vivo

.

more dynamic than those found in

are
Finally, microtubules in motile fibroblasts

more

stationary epithelial cells (Pepperkok et

al.,

1990;

microtubules
suggesting that the dynamic behavior of

locomotion of interphase

cells.

is

Wadsworth and McGrail,
intimately involved in the

However, the mechanisms involved

specific differences in microtubule

dynamics were not examined

In the third part of my thesis research,

I

have addressed

1990),

in generating cell type-

in these previous studies.

this issues

by examining

quantifying the
cells and fibroblasts, and
individual microtubules in living epithelial
in each
parameters of microtubule dynamic behavior

microtubule behavior in these two

cell types

as
in fibroblasts than in epithelial cells

cell type.

Examination of individual

dynamic
confirms that microtubules are more

individual
measured by the amount of time an

1

8

lamella. Quantification of the
microtubule remains within an equivalent area of the cell

dynamic behavior of microtubules
and depolymerization

in these cells further reveals that

both the rate of growth

are higher in fibroblasts than in epithelial cells,

epithelial
pause less frequently in fibroblasts than

and

that microtubules

cells. Surprisingly, this analysis also

transitions is higher in epithelial cells than
reveals that the frequency of microtubule
fibroblasts.

However, microtubules

in epithelial cells are characterized

by growth and

and extent, while microtubules in fibroblasts
shrinking excursions of short duration

undergo

less frequent, but

more extensive length changes.

A small number of more stable

The results of these experiments have
microtubules are also detected in fibroblasts.
dynamics and
increased the understanding of microtubule

its

mechanisms involved
and by extension, suggest regulatory
mitotic microtubule arrays.
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regulation in interphase

in the formation

cells,

and function of

CHAPTER

2

INTERZONAL MICROTUBULES ARE DYNAMIC DURING
SPINDLE ELONGATION

Abstract

during spindle elongation has been
The pattern and extent of microtubule assembly

examined in PtKi

cells

immunolocalization of
by microinjection of biotin-tubulin and

using antibodies to biotin.
biotin-tubulin containing microtubules

PtKi

were

cells

of biotinvarious intervals to allow incorporation
microinjected at 30° C, incubated for

and total tubulin.
fixed and stained for biotin-tubulin
tubulin into microtubules, then lysed,

When mid- to late anaphase cells are examined at

short times post-injection using

rapid incorporation of biotin-tubulin
conventional fluorescence light microscopy,

is

chromosomes, and in the
region, between the separating
detected throughout the interzonal
of biotin labeled
fluorescence microscopy, the segments
spindle asters. Using confocal
with the
region are found to be continuous
microtubules detected in the interzonal
plus-ends, of unlabeled microtubules.

decline in the extent of incorporation

When telophase cells

is

are examined, a

distal, or

marked

apparent

in the interzonal
length of biotin-labeled polymer
Quantitative analysis of the total
that the extent of
through telophase further reveals
region of cells from mid-anaphase

incorporation

is

greatest during late anaphase,

The
and decreases during telophase.

during this
growth remains relatively constant
measured rate of interzonal microtubule
period.

These results provide

elongation of interzonal
direct evidence for plus-end

miaombules
and further reveal that interzonal
microtubulesduring spindle elongation

^

implications of these results
spindle elongation. The
highly dynamic during late anaphase
for the

mechanism of anaphase B

are discussed.
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Introduction

Anaphase chromosome motion

consists of both chromosome-to-pole motion,

anaphase B. In cultured animal cells, poleanaphase A, and the separation of the poles,

chromosome-to-pole motion
pole separation begins after
for several minutes, depending

on

cellular

is

nearly complete and continues

morphology. The rate of pole separation

is

motion (Brinkley and Cartwright, 197 1).
slower than the rate of chromosome-to-pole
of spindle microtubules throughout mitosis
Structural analysis of the arrangement
microtubules which overlap
has indicated that those spindle
spindle elongation, or anaphase

B

at the

equator lengthen during

microtubules are
(Mcintosh, 1985). These interzonal

pole and thus
composed of microtubules extending from each

are of opposite polarity,

Mcintosh, 1980).
they originated (Euteneuer and
plus-ends distal to the pole from which
living
tubulin has been microinjected into
Recent experiments in which fluorescent

cells

elongate by addition of subunits to their
suggest that these interzonal microtubules

distal or

not be
although individual microtubules could
plus-ends during spindle elongation,

of pattern
and Mcintosh, 1987). Further analysis
resolved in these experiments (Saxton

photobleaches in the interzone of

late

corresponds
anaphase/telophase cells (a stage which

is
reveal that fluorescence recovery
to telophase cells in this study)

slow and that the two

of sliding in
Mcintosh, 1987). However, the rate
half-spindles slide apart (Saxton and
(approximately 0.09 ^m/min).
these cells is very limited
the mechanism of anaphase
Additional information concerning

B comes from

the central spindle
central spindle. In these cells,
analysis of elongation of the diatom

microtubules
interdigitated array of overlapping
consists of a very regular,

and
the extent of overlap (Cande
apart during elongation, reducing

Mcintosh

et

containing

al.,

which

slide

McDonald, 1985;

in buffers
can be isolated and reactivated
1979). These central spindles

ATP and exogenous tubulin (Masuda and

Cande, 1987,1988).

When labeled

elongation at the ends of the
solution, microtubule
tubulin is present in the reactivation
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region of overlap

is

new microtubule
observed; as the spindle elongates, the zones of

growth approach each

other.

When central spindle reactivation is prevented by omitting

ATP, microtubule polymerization
Cande, 1988). Thus,

continues, but the spindles

do not elongate (Masuda and

ATP dependent force generation within the overlapping

array of

both the
elongation; microtubule assembly increases
microtubules contributes to spindle
rate

(Masuda and Cande, 1988).
and extent of spindle elongation inviEQ
microtubule
here, the pattern and extent of
In the experiments presented

examined by
in cultured cells has been
polymerization during spindle elongation
tubulin (Mitchison et
microinjection of biotin-labeled

At various intervals post-injection,
localization of both biotin-tubulin

cells

were

al.,

1986;

lysed, fixed

and total tubulin using

Wadsworth et al.,

1989).

and prepared for immuno-

either conventional or confocal

microtubules remain highly
experiments demonstrate that
fluorescence microscopy. These

dynamic during

late

incorporation of labeled
anaphase as evidenced by the rapid

subunits. This study further

tubulin

interzonal microtubules
documents elongation of individual

time dependent changes in
quantitative measurements reveal
Finally,
B.
anaphase
during
the

amount of total polymer

telophase.

The

mm^***!*****^"*-***™*

coincident
occurs during late anaphase,
greatest extent of incorporation

anaphase
with the maximal rate of

B pole-pole separation in these cells.

Materials and

Pre paration

Kinrin Tubulin

Biotin-tubulin

1989)
,

Methods

was prepared as described

Small aliquots were stored

a,

-70°C

al.,

in injection buffer (20

mM EGTA and 0.5 mM MgSCM, pH 7.2).

Tbe protein

10 min
OTP concenmation and centrifnged for
Biotin-tubulin
microcentrifuge before use.

(Mitchison e.

a.

solution

1986; Wadsworth e,

al.,

tnM sodium g.utamate,
was adjusted

to

1

mM

maximum speed in an Eppendotf

was used

a, a concentration

of 3-4

mg/ml m tire

1973) of the
by a modificadon (Sehacterle and Pollack,
injection pipette as determined

method of Lowry (Lowry et

1951).

al.,

'

r.l] Piilmre. and MicroinieCtion

PtK, ceUs were grown
feud bovine serum, 10

at

with 10%
37°C in Ham's F-12 medium supplemented

mM HEPES and antibiotics. Cells were plated on glass coverslips

then mounted in a
hours before use. Coverslips were
and allowed to grow for 36-48
mounted on
chamber (Wadsworm e. al., 1989) and

micromjectton
iaboratory constructed
the stage of a Zeiss

individual cells could be readily

chamber,
IM-35 microscope. In mis

was maintained a. 30°
following staining. Temperamre
observed, injected and relocated
using an Optt-Qoip

Microinjection

Red Beam Incubator calibntted

was performed using a Narishige

with a YSI Telethermister.

micromampubtor and an Eppendorf

were pulled to a
model 5242 microinjector. Needles

pm on a Sutter Instruments P-80
capillaries. Pipettes

C

final tip

diameter of approximately 0.5

Brown-Flaming micropipette puller,

using

Miemdo.

using a
approximately 0.5 pi of biorin-tubulin
were back loaded with

recorded photographically
position in injected cells was
Hamilton syringe. Chromosome
seconds post-injection were
CeUs incubated less man thmy
film
millimeter
thirty-five
on
some experiments in which
and again just after lysis. For
photographed jnst after injection
phorographed after
the living cell was
!onger titan thirty seconds,
eells were incubated
injection

and just before lysis,

to record

position.
any change in chromosome

Immunoflu orescence
cells
Following microinjection,

nsedfor ratification
ly sis

in Fignres 2.1

and

2.2,

and eonrrol

cells

(seeQuanti^

bnffer containing 80

and
mM PIPES, 5 mM EGTA, mM MgS04

H 6.8 (Cassimeris e.

100 P

shown

1

al.,

1986). Cells

shown

in Fignres 2.3-2.5,

0.5% Tnton X-

and

cells

in saline at

room temperature

before fixation.

spindle microtubules, allowing a

The

number of

saline rinse reduced the

more precise determination of the extent and pattern of the

remaining biotin-labeled microtubule segments (see Discussion). Cells were fixed for 25

minutes in

PBS

2% paraformaldehyde and 0.1%

containing 0.1%

Tween and 0.02%

glutaraldehyde in PBS,

Biochemicals, N.Y.)
rinsed in

at a dilution

PBS-Tw-Az and

humid chambers

gift

room

at

with rabbit anti-biotin antibodies (Enzo

of 1:50 in

PBS-Tw-Az containing 1% BSA

for 30 min,

incubated with fluorescein goat anti-rabbit and then fluorescein

rabbit anti-goat antibodies. Cells

antibody (generous

first

1% sodium

azide (PBS-Tw-Az) and for 5 min in

borohydride. Antibody incubations were performed in
temperature. Cells were incubated

pH 7.3 and rinsed in

were then incubated

in a

mouse monoclonal

anti-tubulin

of Dr. J.R. Mcintosh) for up to 3 hours followed by rhodamine

goat anti-mouse antibodies. All fluorescent secondary antibodies were purchased from

Cappel Laboratories and used

BSA,

for

30 minutes

at

room

at a final dilution

of 1:50 in

PBS-Tw-Az containing 1%

temperature. Stained cells were mounted in

0.1%

n-

phenyldiamine in glycerol and sealed with nail polish.

Analysis of Chromosome Motion

Recordings of chromosome motion were made using a Dage Newvicon camera

(Model 67M) and a Gyyr

1/2" time lapse tape recorder

chromosome motion was determined from

(model

TLC

The rate of

1400).

traces of chromosome position

made onto sheets

of clear acetate.

Microscopy
For standard immunofluorescence observations, a Zeiss IM-35 microscope
equipped with a

63X

1.4

NA lens and filters for rhodamine and fluorescein excitation was

used. Cells were photographed using

For confocal microscopy, a BioRad

TMAX 400 film, developed in HC

1

10 dilution B.

MRC500 laser scanning head mounted on a Nikon

optiphot microscope equipped with a

60X

microscope was operated with the pinhole
[im. Section thickness

back-scattered light

1.4

NA objective lens was used.

set for a section thickness

was determined by imaging 10 |im diameter

The confocal

of approximately 0.9

glass beads using

A step size for the stage motor which gave discernible difference in

each sequential image in a through-focus series (Z-series) through the bead was used. The
diameter was then measured

at the

dividing the diameter by the

number of images

widest point, and section thickness estimated by
collected.

A Z-series of images through the

specimen was collected for both the rhodamine and fluorescein channels. Kalman
averaging was used to increase the signal to noise ratio of confocal images, and images

were further processed by application of a 9

X 9 crisping convolution matrix and contrast

enhancement. Image overlays (merged images) were made in a similar manner, but the
contrast and brightness of individual images
resulting image,
Finally,

were increased as required

and pairs of images were then simultaneously projected on the monitor.

images were photographed using Kodak color

Quantitative

to balance the

slide film.

Methods

Quantitative measurements of biotin-tubulin incorporation were

Masscomp computer.

made using a

Biotin-labeled microtubule segments in each optical section through

the cell

were traced using a mouse driven

section

were assigned

cursor. Traces generated

different grey-scale values

from each

optical

and a color look-up table was used to

color code each optical section. Labeled microtubule segments could then be followed

through successive image planes by adding traces to the monitor.

was generated,

the final length of a labeled microtubule segment

When

a complete trace

was measured using

the

mouse, and the trace was then removed from the screen using a mouse driven "eraser"
function. This technique ensured that microtubule segments

once and facilitated tracing in regions dense

in microtubules.

were not traced more than

No attempt was made to

adjust the final calculated length of each microtubule segment for the

number of image

planes through which

extended. Interzonal microtubules generally did not extend

it

through more than two optical sections, as

this

region of the cell remains relatively

during anaphase B. For cells rinsed in saline prior to fixation, successive

trials

flat

gave a

counting error of ±7.2%. Microtubules in cells placed in fixation buffer immediately
lysis (controls)

were also quantified. Microtubules

difficult to trace with accuracy; successive trials

in these control cells

after

were much more

gave an error of ±27%. However, the

pattern of incorporation, as well as the average growth rate of individual microtubules,

were similar
2.4).

in cells prepared

Half of the

quantified

cells

by both methods

(for example,

compare Figures 2.2 and

analyzed for Figure 2.6, and one third of the control

more than once

to estimate the accuracy of the quantitative

measurements were calibrated using an objective micrometer as a

test

cells,

were

methods. Computer
object Rates of

microtubule elongation were calculated by dividing the average length of biotin-tubulin
incorporation by the injection interval in each experiment.

Results

Microtubule Assembly During Spindle Elongation

To examine
PtKi

cells

the pattern of microtubule polymerization during spindle elongation,

were microinjected with

1986; Wadsworth et

al.,

biotin labeled tubulin (biotin-tubulin) (Mitchison et

al.,

1989) and doubled-labeled to visualize both biotin-tubulin

containing microtubules and the total microtubule staining pattern. For these experiments,
cells

were incubated

at

30°

C to reduce the number of microtubules (Wadsworth et al.,

1989) and then lysed and stained as described in Methods. Three
select

mid-anaphase cells:

(1)

length had occurred and (3) the
in

were used

to

chromosome-to-pole motion was not yet complete, as

evidenced by the presence of kinetochore

which was injected

criteria

fibers, (2) little

change

in the pole-to-pole spindle

chromosomes maintained a characteristic "V" shape.

mid-anaphase and fixed 60 sec post injection
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is

shown

A cell

in Figure 2.1.

terzona) region of ttus
d«ec«ed in
labeled ^icrombules are
segrnentsofbiotin
Short
fluorescence is also
(Figure 2.1). Bioun-tubulin
separating cl*orn„sornes
the
between
l
cel
intense than
and the pole, bnt is much .ess
ebromosomes
the
between
deBc,eti in the region

te

—

Astral microtubules also
of this region of the ceU.
tubutin staining partem

entire length.
labeled along their
ndcrotnbnles appear to be

me panem

of tnbnlin incorporation

eells has also been
in late anaphase

exammed

^^^^^^^^^^^

CeUs were judged

..

v

,.

to

shaped toward

the basis the
be in late-anaphase on

tire

Mowing cntena:

microtubuies were
short Vinetochore fiber
poles, (2) only very

optical
of optic
ttpA
nair oi
not occurred. A pan
of cytokinesis had

initiation

(1)

^tlabaedntierotobnles^pareKguresZ.

sections

from a cell

and2.2, Using

Utis

injected in

metitC

shor,

^^^^^^^^

(Fignre 2.2(c,
be biotin-labeled
nticrotubule appears to

iTy

completewitmnoV second,

d)).

-entierograpbsof
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dner.eeted^

incubation intervals; thus both cells shown in Figure 2.2 contain labeled segments which
are

much

longer than the extent of pole separation during the incubation interval. This

is

especially noticeable in Figure 2.2(e-h) where the majority of interzonal microtubules,

including those in microtubule bundles, appear to have fully incorporated biotin-labeled
subunits.

The rapid incorporation of biotin-labeled

microtubules during anaphase

B

elongation

is

tubulin into individual interzonal

therefore not directly coupled to pole

separation in these cells.

Microtubule Assembly During Telophase

Microtubule assembly during midbody formation has also been investigated by
injecting cells with biotin-tubulin during telophase. Telophase cells

following

criteria: (1)

chromosome-to-pole motion

is

were defined by the

complete, as judged by the lack of

kinetochore fibers, (2) bundles of microtubules are present in the interzone, and (3)
cytokinesis and
cell

chromosome decondensation had begun. Figure

2.3 illustrates a telophase

which was lysed 55 sec post injection and examined using confocal microscopy. Short

segments of biotin containing microtubules are observed

in the center of the

interzone/forming midbody; longer labeled segments are also present However,
incorporation in this telophase cell

is

much less extensive than

in late

anaphase cells

incubated for similar post-injection intervals (compare Figure 2.2(g,h) with Figure

2.3).

Astral microtubules are also labeled, frequently along their entire length (Figure 2.3).

When telophase cells are examined following somewhat longer post-injection
incubation intervals, nearly complete labeling of astral microtubules

increased incorporation into the midbody

82 sec post-injection

is

shown; the

is

is

observed and

detected. In Figure 2.4 a cell

total tubulin staining pattern

which was lysed

shows intense

the forming midbody, and of astral microtubules extending from each pole.

staining of

When the anti-

biotin staining is observed, nearly all the astral microtubules are labeled along their entire

length. Thus, within the

82 second incubation period, nearly complete turnover of the
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also
occurred. Biotin-tubulin is
entire astral array

In
totaltubmin fluorescence.

density of midbody
mis instance, becanse of me

individual microtubules
nncrombnies, staining of

tiid

bu, in
deleted in the forming midbody,

is

not apparent using conventional

microtubules in tbe same
interval, aimough astial
post-incubation
no. occur during this

cell

incorporated labeled subunits.
appear to have fully

and incubated for
Telophase ceUs, injected

extents
are labeled to various

1 .5

to

2 minute intervals, have

also been

incubanons
progressively longer
(da* no, shown,. With

(3-5

aUd.eotierombulesmabunmeincorpc.tebiotin-mbuunatme^

———

tnberscanbede^,

—
—
—
—
—

adjacent interphase
fmorescen, fibers in

more

ceUs (Osbom e.

nticrotubules
probably represent
intensely, and

ar thicker than the

a!.,

—

mgrons.

1978). other

which were

sufficiently close to

each

-rji^m

total microtubule p
rhodamine staining of

Because microtubule ends are distributed
thinner rhodamine labeled microtubules.
stages, and because these cells have been
throughout the interzonal region during these cell

most biotin segments occupy a unique location
analyzed at very short times post-injection,
at the

and therefore are considered
end of rhodamine-labeled microtubule segment,

represent individual microtubules.
injection

have been used for this

to

Only cells which were lysed within 65 seconds of

for
quantification, as microtubules in cells incubated

lysis
accurately. In cells which were fixed before
longer periods are difficult to distinguish

(Geuens et
or fixed and lysed simultaneously
are
segments of biotin labeled microtubules

1989), individual microtubules and

al.,

much more difficult to detect, even in the

microtubules and
superimposition of the more numerous
confocal microscope, due to the
the higher background staining.

The

late
polymerization from mid-anaphase through
extent of new microtubule

polymer in the
measuring the length of all biotin-labeled
telophase has been quantified by
the posthave been normalized with respect to
interzone per cell; these measurements

Cells
injection incubation interval.

described in Methods.
tubulin, lysed

were lysed and rinsed in

Two examples of late anaphase PtKi

and examined by confocal microscopy

appears
images in which anti-tubulin staining

in

are

saline before fixation as
cells injected

shown

with biotin-

in Figure 2.5.

Merged

in
dark grey and anti-biotin fluorescence

containing microtubules,
Short segments of biotin-tubulin
white or light grey are shown.

containing microtubules, are seen
which are continuous with non-biotin
region.

Measurements of the

total biotin-labeled

in the interzonal

demonstrate
microtubule polymer per cell

microtubules increases
biotin-tubulin into interzonal
that incorporation of
as
anaphase and decreases sharply

from mid-

to late

(Figure 2.6).
cells progress into telophase

in
polymer is present in the interzone
Approximately 5 times more labeled
cells (Figure 2.6).
cells than in telophase

When the number of labeled

late

anaphase

microtubules/cell are

of labeled microtubules
with the maximal number
examined a similar pattern isfound,
(data not shown).
present in late anaphase cells

30

the
These quantitative data support

qualitative observations of injected cells

into

and demonstrate that maximal incorporation

late anaphase.
interzonal microtubules occurs during

experiments remove labile microtubules,
Because the lysis conditions used in these
has also been
incorporation into interzonal microtubules
the extent of total biotin-tubulin
quantified for cells lysed

more

In these cells, the total
gently (control cells, see Methods).

length of biotin-labeled polymer

is greater

anaphase, late anaphase and telophase
incorporation (compare Figure

2. 1

saline for midthan in cells lysed and rinsed in

cells.

However, both the pattern of biotin-tubulin

changes in extent of
and 2.2 with Figure 2.5) and the

similar for cells lysed by both
(data not shown) are very
incorporation throughout anaphase

reveals a very similar
length histograms further
methods. Examination of microtubule

lengths in cells lysed
distribution of microtubule

anaphase) and for

all

by either method (Figure

2.7, late

quantitative
not shown). However,
other stages examined (data

measurements are more reproducible

in cells both lysed

and

saline rinsed because of the

labeled segments
which facilitates the tracking of
decreased density of microtubules
sections.
through successive optical

microtubule
The average rate of interzonal
telophase for the
from mid-anaphase through

Figure 2.6 (see
cells quantified for

microtubule growth are 3.1
average, measured rates of

The

late anaphase
^m/ntin for ceUs in mid-anaphase,

are
.

measured
polymerization has also been

± 0.4,

and telophase,

„edforceUsfixedimmedia,elyaf«.ysis(da B
obtai

3.9

Methods).

± 0.9 and 2.8 ± 0.5

respectively. Similar rates

measured
no. shown). Because the

i

rate

micmtubules from mid-anaphase
not vary for interzonal
does
grow*
micrombule
of

trough

telophase,

itislilcelyuratmeextentofmicrombnle

tadependendy of the

rate of microtubule

growm in these cells.

The measured rate of microtubule
interval.
post-injection incubation

growm

a funchon of
has also been examine* as

The average microtubule

af.er injection.
cells are examined jus.

me earlies. time points examined;

polymerization isregulated

Average rates of up

growth rate

to

1

grea.es«

when

5, pm/mirt are measured

correspond
values repeated here

3

is

» ra.es measured

a.

values are likely to
incubation interval of 43 sec. These
following an average post-injection
behavior of the
microtubule elongation because the average
underestimate the actual rate of

population of microtubules

is

microtubules
measured. Thus, although some individual

elongate for only a portion
post-injection interval, others could
could elongate for the entire

would decrease the average
rapid shortening, both of which
of this interval or could begin
measured elongation
to note

rate (Mitchison

and Kirschner, 1984). None the

polymerization
mat me average microtubule

rate

less, it is

important

measured

vs 0.9
in these cells (3.9 pa/tain
rate of pole-pole separation

nm/min,

respectively).

Discussion

provide the

The results of these experiments

firs, direct visualization

of pins-end

elongation.
P.K, cells during spindle
interzonal microtubules in
individual
of
elongation
Mcintosh,
plus-ends (Euteneuer and
located at the distal or
Biotin-labeled segments are

Plus-end dependant
in the interzonal region.
1980) of unlabeled microtubules
a, short times after
mid-anaphase through telophase,
incorporation is observed from
injection.

Win, longer post-injection

becomes increasing
uniformly labeled,

^

The

by

incubations

difficul, ,o detec,

a, the resolution

tire

grow* of individual micron.bu.es

and microtubules found in

me interzonal regton are

of tire light microscope.

micrombules could occur
biotin-tubulin in,o interzonal
of
incorporation
rapid
microrubules,
nucleation of new interzonal

by maadmMing or poleward

flux

combination of ihese
dynamic instability, or by some
pos-injection, many
a, early times
Figure 2.2<c-d) shows ma,

by
along existing microrubules,
nremods. Examination of

*«»

(Hgure 2.2(g-h».
incorporated biotin-.ubulin
have
microtubules
aU spindle
exisung
for me conversion of
nodeationofinterzonalndcmrabules

canno,accou„,

F.gure 2.2.
microtubules seen in
,o labeled as
micro.nbutes
unlabeled
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account for
along existing microtubules could
Treadmilling and/or poleward flux
microtubules to labeled microtubules
the conversion of unlabeled

However, no evidence of a uniform

wave of incorporation,

shown in Figure 2.2.

as might be produced

by

of the pahem
microtubules was de.ec.e4. Examination
synchronous treadmilling of spindle
unlabeled, partially labeled, and
points post-injeetion reveals
time
short
a.
incorporation
of
that the junctions between
interzonal region and reveals
labeled microtubules in the
throughout tire interzone. In
microtubule segments are dispersed
hfteled and unlabeled

My

addition,

measurement of the extent of

biotin-tubulin incorpomtion at

tine

plus-ends of

rafc of
microtubules elongate at an average
indicate that interzonal
individual microtubules
incorporate
ft* these microtubules can
3 pWmin, and clearly

approximately

to 10
.abeled subunits a, rates up

to the

den—

pm/min

much slower rates observed for

(see Figure 2.2(d)).

poleward flux

These values are

in

conuas,

Hum (0.6 pm/min; Mitchison,

for
treadmilling observed in^to
,989) and the rates of

MAP rich and MAP depleted

Therefore,
respectively, Farre, e, aL, 1987).
microtubules (0.01 and 0.9 vtnVmin,
interzone during anaphase
microtubule behavior in the

B elongation is greatly drffemn,

subuni, flux or rreadmdhng.
of microtubules undergoing
observations
previous
from

Thempidmeorpomdonofbiotin-mbuhnde^uur.ughoutftein^nalregton
dynamic
could occur by microtubule

instability

Kirscbner, 1984).
behavior (Mitchison and

rapidly or
elongate, while a subset
microtubules continually
most
model,
in this
from the rapid shortemng
Microtubules can be rescued
catashophically disassemble,

,^«««*»~— -^~^ -,"^
r

apidassemb,yanddisassemb,y(averagera,esof

7 .2 ± 0.3andl7.3

± 0,pm/m..

)

respectively Cassimeris

etal.,

of microtubules
1988). Therefore, dynamic instability

incorporation of labeled
for the rapid and heterogenous
provides the best explanation

microtubules seen in the
of unlabeled to fully labeled
tubulin and the conversion

experiments presented here.
injected cells. Both
also deteoed in the asters of
Biotin-tubulin incorporation is

tnicrotubules from .he
microtubules and nucleation of new
elongation of existing astral

due

astral mierombule array.
the highly three dimensional
measuring
in
difficulty
the
to
incorpcation into astral and interzonal
comparison of the extent of

However, qualitative
mierombule

are
demonstrates that astral microtubules
arrays during telophase

at this
dynamic man interzonal microtubules

time

more

in the
Finally, hole label is detected

consistent with previous
of late anaphase cells,
region of the kinetochore fibers
anaphase
refractory to turnover as
filer microtubules become
observations that Kinetochore

progresses (Wadsworth et

al.,

1989).

of biotin-mbuUn
tire incorporation
Quantitative measurements of

reveal that

into
dirnimshes as cells progress
mid- to late anaphase, and
incorporation increases from

mtd- to
in incorporation from
could contribute to the incmase
factors
Several
telophase.
free
could cause an increase
of KMTs during anaphase
anaphase. Tb. disassembly

m

late

assembly. Alternatively,
and stimulate microtubule
tubulin concentration
available for
plus ends may become

mom mierombule

perhaps due to the
polymerization in this region,
ceilular

and/or local changes in
out of theinterzone
chromosomes
the
of
movement
increase
..should be noted that the

phy

sioiogywhichmigb,stimma,emicm,ubu,egrowm.

al.,

1975).
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The decreased biodn-tubulin

enter .elophase
incorporation observed as cells

rnicrotubnle bnndling.
due ,o me increase in

proteins (MAPs),
by microtnbnle associated

Interactions

between ndcrotnbnles, mediated

may snppress microtnbnle dynamic

of iaheled
extent of incorporation
aud thereby decrease the

MAPS decrease microtubule dynamics ir^to

noted ma, tire

and secondary antibodies
injected label* tubulin

behavtor

The observation that
mis

be formally ruled on,

the
of telophase cells in
eenual region of the midbody

23 24)

snbnnits.

(Fryer, 1989) supports

cannot
this possibility
udcrorubule bundle, While

may be

possibiliry.

it

An

should be

are not excluded

from the

(Figrnes
experiments described here

of mid-body formanon.
for cells a, later stages
observed
previously
as has been

of telophase
It is

cells.

dependent changes in
unlikely ma, the time

incorporation revealed

by

.xpcrimen.pmsented^issmdyareduetopenmbationcausedbymeiniectionof
biotin-tubulin
incorporation of
Kirschner, 1986). If
and
(Schulze
exogenous tubulin

n,sofincorpo
SMLshowdifferen,exK

naohaseB
anaphase
„
nfa
Furthermore, me rate of
,

Mcintosh, 1987).

ration(Fignres2.3and2.4

motion

is

;

ts^lue

Sax.onand

mjecuon,
no, altered by

Una, ceUs are
providing additional evidence

n« perturbed by the injection of biotin-tubnUn

during these experiments.
to order to quantify
in ftese ceUs,

it

tine

incorporation of biotin-tubulin

cells in
was necessary to briefly rinse

conning solution.

The quantitative methods used

from tnid-anaphase through

telophase.

lySed

are therefore
in the present study

in

vahd

the extentof

saline and cells
ceUs lysed and rinsed in

In both cases, shmlar
Methods) have been compared.

incorporation
pattems of tubuiin

lysis

Mowing lysis in a detergent

To examine this possibihty,

into microtubule,
incorporation of biotin-tubutin

but no, saline rinsed (see

saline

Mi interzonal microtubules

(compare Figures 2.2(d) and

marked shift
men one would expect a

2.5), rates

rf

iength distribution
in the microtubule

and

,eascomparedwi.hmoregendyiysedcens.Sincemisis„o,observed(Figure

^wmra

under these conditions
2 7) loss of microtubules

Mghlyexmacedandmore

by

either

is liheiy to

also
be random Lysis might

anaphase ceiis (data no,
gently lysed late

shown, Therefore no

method.

MmoughUisno.possiblemdirectiyde^eifmenumberofin.rzonal
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seen in these
extent of incorporation

number of n*rotubu.es

B

Observations on

events are no, simply due to variauons

present in the

interne at different stages

spindie
the diatotn central

in the

of the ceil cye.e.

have ied
and teiophase PffCf spindles

to

a

separation.
twlvmerization in pole-pole

^n^nndBer,,^—
Previonsphotobleachingexperitnen^onKlophasecUsha
ct

•

occurs

As interzonal

occurs
decrease in dynamics

™le

already
note separation has

more bundled in
microtubules become

c—

ten foid change
y wtth a

pole-pole separation in these cells (0.9

nm/min

for late anaphase cells (this report) and 0.09

(im/min for telophase cells (Saxton and Mcintosh, 1987)). Thus,

produce pole-pole separation in

late

if sliding

interactions

anaphase, either the interactions must be of short

duration, or a small subset of stable interzonal microtubules, which are not detected in the

present study, are responsible for force generation.

It is

and continually nucleate microtubules from each pole
microtubule interactions which produce sliding,

from the centrosome to ensure kinetochore

possible that a cell must rapidly

to create a

much

as

many

few

antiparallel

microtubules are nucleated

fiber formation. Interestingly, the decrease in

rate of pole-pole separation seen as microtubule bundling occurs during telophase suggests
that pole separation

involve different

and microtubule bundling are antagonistic processes and may

therefore

MAPs.

Conclusion

In

summary, these experiments reveal plus-end elongation of individual

interzonal

microtubules, and nucleation and growth of astral microtubules, during spindle elongation
in

PtKi

cells.

The results of these experiments

reveal that interzonal microtubules are

highly dynamic during spindle elongation. Quantitative measurements of the extent of
incorporation demonstrate time-dependent changes in the incorporation of labeled tubulin

during spindle elongation, with maximal incorporation of tubulin detected during anaphase

B

spindle elongation.
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Figure 2.1.

A mid-anaphase PtKi cell which was injected with biotin-tubulin and processed for
immunocytochemistry using anti-tubulin

was

injected in mid-anaphase

(a)

and

anti-biotin (b) antibodies.

and incubated for 60 sec prior

to lysis.

The

The
total

tubulin staining (a) reveals fluorescence of the astral, interzonal and kinetochore
fiber microtubules. In the biotin stained

interzonal region and in the aster.

Bar

image

(b) labeling is detected in the

=10 fim.
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cell

40

Figure 2.2.

Phase and confocal micrographs of late anaphase PtKi
tubulin. Cells

were incubated for 30

tubulin staining is

For the

cell

and just

shown

shown

(a-d)

and 67

cells injected with biotin-

(e-h) sec prior to lysis. Anti-

in (c,g); the corresponding anti-biotin is

in (a-d),

phase micrographs were taken just

after lysis (b), using a

32x phase objective

was photographed just after injection

(e)

lense.

and just before

41

The

lysis

shown

in (d,h).

after injection (a)

cell

(f).

shown
Bar = 5

in (c,g)
|0.m.
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Figure 2.3.

Confocal micrograph of a telophase

55 sec prior

to lysis

through the ceU
the

is

cell injected

and stained with

with biotin-tubulin, incubated for

anti-biotin antibodies.

A single optical section

shown. Biotin-tubulin has incorporated into the central region of

mid-body and into the

asters (not in focus in this optical section).
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Figure 2.4.

A telophase PtKi cell injected with biotin-tubulin and incubated
lysis;

two different focal planes from the conventional

shown.

(a,c) Anti-tubulin, (b,d) anti-biotin.

Nearly

fluorescence microscope are

all

and
completely incorporated biotin-tubulin (compare a
fluorescence

is

also detected within the

tubulin staining pattern

(c).

Bar = 10

midbody

\im.
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for 82 sec prior to

the astral microtubules have
b).

Some biotin-tubulin

(d) but is less intense than the total
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Figure 2.5.

Confocal micrographs of late anaphase PtKi cells injected with biotin-tubulin.

Merged images of anti-tubulin
(white/light grey) are

staining (dark grey)

shown. The

cells

and

were incubated for 53

prior to lysis. In (a) a single section through the cell is

sections of the cell are

shown simultaneously

pattern. Biotin-tubulin incorporation at the

detected. Bars

= 10

anti-biotin staining

(a)

shown, in

and 58

(b) sec

(b) all the optical

to reveal the total biotin labeling

ends of interzonal microtubules

|lm.
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is

a

48

b

Figure 2.6.

Tool labeled interzonal

polymer/cell/min.

determined by measuring

Tne total labeled polymerias

me total lengm of all bionn-labeled

cell; these values
interzonal region for each

injection interval.

The

stage of mitosis

segments in the

wem normalized with respect to the

was determined from the cellular

chromosomal morphology.
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and

Polymer (um)/min/Cell

Total Labeled

—

i

M Ana

•

L Ana
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Figure 2.7.

Microtubule length histograms for
saline.

cell

cells lysed

with and without a 50 sec rinse in

A late anaphase cell lysed in detergent (hatched bars) and a late anaphase

lysed in detergent and further rinsed in saline (solid bars) are shown. Both

cells

were lysed 30 seconds

after injection with biotin-tubulin

lengths were quantified as described in Methods.

The

and microtubule

length histograms are the

average of 2 (solid bars) and 4 (hatched) repetitions of quantification.
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CHAPTER

3

MICROINJECTION OF BIOTIN-TUBULIN INTO

ANAPHASE CELLS INDUCES TRANSIENT ELONGATION OF
KINETOCHORE MICROTUBULES AND REVERSAL OF
CHROMOSOME-TO-POLE MOTION

Abstract

subunit incorporation into
During prometaphase and metaphase of mitosis, tubulin
kinetochore, at the plus-ends of
kinetochore microtubules occurs proximal to the
loss from kinetochore microtubules
kinetochore microtubules. During anaphase, subunit

also thought to occur mainly

from microtubule plus-ends, proximal

is

to the kinetochore.

addition and loss while maintaining an
Thus, the kinetochore can mediate both subunit

attachment to kinetochore microtubules.

To examine the relationship between chromosome

anaphase
motion and tubulin subunit assembly in anaphase,
biotin-labeled tubulin subunits.

cells

The pattern of biotin-tubulin

have been injected with

incorporation has been

fluorescence microscopy of cells fixed after
revealed using immunoelectron and confocal
injection;

cells.

of living injected
chromosome motion has been analyzed using video records

When

anaphase

cells are

examined approximately 30 seconds following

injection

kinetochores.
are detected proximal to the
with biotin-tubulin, bright "tufts" of fluorescence
biotin-tubulin
further reveals that these tufts of
Electron microscopic immunocytochemistry

unlabeled kinetochore fiber microtubules.
containing microtubules are continuous with
kinetochore in anaphase ceUs
Biotin-tubulin incorporation proximal to the

following injection of 3-30
biotin-tubulin.
at the

mg/ml

At intermediate

is

detected

with 0.3
biotin-tubulin, but not in cells injected

mg/ml

mg/ml), incorporation
concentrations of biotin-tubulin (3-5

post-injection; by approximately
kinetochore can be detected within 15 seconds

1

min

post-injection discrete tufts of fluorescence are

no longer detected, although some

is
fiber and into non-kinetochore microtubules
incorporation throughout the kinetochore

proximal to the kinetochore can be detected in
observed. Incorporation of biotin-tubulin
cells injected during

of video records of
anaphase A, but not during anaphase B. Analysis

kinetochore proximal incorporation of biotin-tubulin
microinjection experiments reveals that
is

chromosome-to-pole motion. Chromosome
accompanied by a transient reversal of

motion

These

is

not altered following injection of 0.3

mg/ml biotin-tubulin or 5 mg/ml BS A.

microtubules in
results demonstrate that kinetochore

anaphase cells can elongate in

the
concentration and that kinetochores retain
response to the elevation of the tubulin
to

ability

KMTs and plus-end directed chromosome
mediate plus-end dependent assembly of

motion

after

anaphase onset

Introduction

During mitosis, the motion of chromosomes

is

mediated by kinetochore

ends to the
at their plus, or fast growing,
microtubules (KMTs), which are attached
1981). During prometaphase,
kinetochore (Euteneuer and Mcintosh,
in length during

KMTs must increase

during
the spindle pole, and shorten
motion of the chromosome away from

anaphase chromosomes move
motion toward the spindle pole; during

to the poles as

demonstrate that shifting the equilibrium
shorten. In yiyo experiments

KMTs

between

motion. For
can induce changes in chromosome
microtubule assembly and disassembly

induced by the treatment of metaphase
example, microtubule disassembly,

cells

with

pressure (Inoue, 1976;
such as cold or high hydrostatic
microtubule depolymerizing agents
toward an
reversible motion of chromosomes
Salmon, 1976), has been shown to cause
that anaphase
experiments on anaphase cells reveal
attached spindle pole. Additional
assembly is induced by the addition
be reversed when microtubule

chromosome motion can

54

of taxol (Bajer et

sites of microtubule
1982). Using these approaches, however,

al.,

motion.
identified and correlated with chromosome
assembly and disassembly could not be

To address this issue,

experiments in which
several laboratories have performed

injected into prometaphase and metaphase
modified tubulin subunits have been

subsequently localized in fixed cells.

cells

and

The results of these experiments demonstrate that an

fiber during motion of chromosomes
increase in length of the kinetochore

away from the

kinetochore fiber
tubulin subunits at the plus-end of the
spindle pole occurs by addition of

(Mitchison et
microtubules, proximal to the kinetochore

Wise

et al., 1991).

prometaphase.

Controversy exists over the

Some

experiments (Wise et

al.,

site

of

al.,

1986; Geuens et

al.,

1989;

KMT subunit loss during

subunits can
1991), indicate that loss of

of modified
prometaphase. In contrast, photoactivation
occur at the kinetochore during

of
subunit loss at the pole or minus-ends
tubulin has provided evidence for
in vivo. (Mitchison, 1989).

metaphase
calculated

KMTs during

loss
However, the rate of minus-end subunit

from these photoactivation experiments

in the same
of chromosome oscillations seen

was

cells.

significantly slower than the velocity

Thus, loss of tubulin subunits

at the

and it is likely that
oscillatory chromosome motion,
pole cannot fully account for normal
in metaphase.
loss can occur at the kinetochore
both subunit addition and subunit
chromosomes is predominantly minus-end
During anaphase, the motion of mitotic

asynchronous oscillations of chromosomes
directed, although brief,

away from the pole

Bayles, 1988; Bajer, 1982).
in diverse cells (Aist and
during anaphase have been observed
tubulin subunit loss during
demonstntte that the majority of
Experiments conducted in vw^

KMT shortening in anaphase is at the kinetochore
transition

between metaphase and anaphase

chromosome motion

to predominantly

and loss of tubulin subunits
Despite

its

is

(Gorbsky

et al., 1988).

Thus, the

bi-directional
accompanied by a change from

from both addition
minus-end directed motion and

of subunits at the kinetochore.
to predominantly loss

to
which kinetochores remain attached
importance, the mechanism by

MTs during KMT length changes remains

unknown. Recently, however,

55

in

assays of

interaction between kinetochores and MTs
kinetochore function have begun to examine the

under defined conditions. For example,

MTs containing a stable, labeled minus-end have

isolated kinetochore by insertion of tubulin
been shown to translocate away from an

proximal to the kinetochore
subunits at the microtubule plus-ends,

(Hyman and Mitchison,

1985(a,b)). Others (Koshland et
1990; Mitchison and Kirschner,

al.,

Mitchison, 1990;

Coue

et al., 1991),

1988;

Hyman and

have further demonstrated that isolated kinetochores

induced to shorten by dilution of the tubulin subunit
can remain attached to MTs that are
pool. Thus, kinetochores in

yUm can provide useful models of in yjvo. kinetochore

function.

of
the assembly of KMTs and the motion
In the experiments described here,

chromosomes in anaphase
labeled tubulin.

cells

of biotinhave been examined following microinjection

that the increase
The results of these experiments demonstrate

injection can induce assembly of
tubulin concentration following

in cytosolic

KMTs at their kinetochore

These
anaphase chromosome-to-pole motion.
proximal ends and transiently reverse
in anaphase cells retain the
experiments demonstrate that kinetochores

chromosome motion away from the

mediate

reveal for the
spindle pole. Further, these results

tubulin subunit addition
time that kinetochores do not prevent

accomplished simply by the inhibition of

at

first

KMT plus-ends after

KMT shortening in yjvo. is not

therefore reveal that
anaphase onset These observations

(Hyman and Mitchison,

ability to

KMT polymerization as has been suggested

that tubulin concentration
1990, 1991) and further suggest

may

mitosis.
regulate kinetochore behavior during

Materials and Methods

Preparation of Riotin- Tubulin
Biotin-tubulin

Wadsworth

et

al.,

was prepared

(Mitchison et
as described previously

stored at
1989). Small aliquots were

56

-70°C

al.,

1986;

in injection buffer (20

mM

sodium glutamate,
solution

was made

1

mM EGTA and 0.5 mM MgS04, pH 7.2).

Before use, the protein

ImMinGTP and centrifuged for 10 min at maximum speed in an

concentration was determined by a
Eppendorf microcentrifuge. The biotin-tubulin

of the method of Lowry (Lowry et
modification (Schacterle and Pollack, 1973)

ryil

al.,

1951).

Culturf ? nH Microinjection

PtK
fetal

cells

were grown

at

37°C

in

Ham's F-12 medium supplemented with 10%

1

bovine serum, 10

Cells were plated on glass coverslips

mM HEPES and antibiotics.

before
and allowed to grow for 36-48 hours
laboratory constructed microinjection

use. Coverslips

chamber (Wadsworth

were then placed in a
et

al.,

1989), which

was

microscope, and microinjected as described
mounted on the stage of a Zeiss IM-35
previously (Wadsworth et

al.,

1989). Temperature

was maintained

at

30°

C using an Opti-

for biotina YSI Telethermister. Cells analyzed
Quip Red Beam Incubator calibrated with

tubulin incorporation

were photographed just

thirty-five millimeter film.

For some experiments, in which

than thirty seconds, the living cell

record any change in

after injection

was photographed

and again just
cells

after lysis using

were incubated longer

after injection

and just before

lysis to

chromosome position.

Immunoflu orescence
Following microinjection,
containing 80

(Cassimens

e,

cells

were lysed for approximately 50 see

in lysis buffer

Triton X-100, pH 6.8
mM PIPES, 5 mM EGTA, mM MgS04 and 0.5%
1

al.,

1986). Cells were fixed for

25 minn.es in

2% paraformaldehyde and

Tween and
and rinsed in PBS containing 0.1%
0.1% glntaraldehyde in PBS, P H 7.3
min
0.02% azide (PBS-Tw-Az) and for 5
incubations were performed in

in

1% sodinm borohydride.

humid chambers

at

room tempore.

Antibody
Cells were incubated

dilution of 1:50 in
(Enzo Biochemicals, N.Y.) a, a
with rabbi, anri-biotin antibodies
incubated with
rinsed in PBS-Tw-Az and
PBS-Tw-Az containing 1% BSA for 30 min,

firs,
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antibodies. Cells were then
then fluorescein rabbit anti-goat
fluorescein goat anti-rabbit and

followed by
anti-tubulin antibody for up to 3 hours,
incubated in a mouse monoclonal

were
All fluorescent secondary antibodies
rhodamine goat anti-mouse antibodies.
and used
purchased from Cappel laboratories
containing

a final dilution of 1:50 in

at

temperature.
1% BSA, for 30 minutes at room

PBS-Tw-Az

Stained cells were mounted in

nail polish.

glycerol and sealed with
0.1% n-phenyldiamine in

Microscopy

MRC500
For confocal microscopy, a BioRad
with a 60X
Nikon opripho. microscope equipped
confocal microscope

approximately 0.9

1.4

laser scanning

NA objective lens was nsed.

was operated with the pinhole se,

,m (Shelden and Wadswoflh,

head mounted on a

The

for a section thickness of

of the
1990). Through-focus series

indepe^lendy for each
patterns were collected
rhodamine and fluorescein staining

image. Tnrough-recus
were averaged to produce each
specimen
me
of
scans
50
to
of the
cell

rhodamine and fluorescein

staining patterns

30

cell.

scries

for each
were collected independendy

a
lowest non-aero value black (
rescaled by making the
Images were men digdally

pixe! value white
value of 0) and the highest

<

technique (contrast
a value of 255). Tnis

the
appearance of images by using
sketching) enhances the

obtained
Multiple opucal secuons
,„ display each image.
highest pixel value
combined by displaying only the

full

range of grey-scale values

tan a through focus series were

screen
in the series a, each

locanon

-

the final image.

po Q11

,w^w Analyst of .maees
A

look-up
computer generated color

staining pattern a. short

table

changes
was used to examine the

The look-up
and long rimes post-injecdon.

table

in

was generated on a

-

intensines
and shows low pixel
locally written software
using
computer
Masscomp
values m red.
yellow, and htgh pixel
values in green and
intermediate
blue,
pmple and
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applying
Images were contrast stretched before

changes in immunofluorescent labelling
displaced to a

new

location based

on

this

look-up table.

intensity, pixels in

To further reveal

some images were

intensity value (intensity mapping).

vertically

Using

this

as brighter pixels were
intensities could be easily identified,
technique, regions of different

was used to
less-bright pixels. Linear interpolation
displaced further vertically than

fill

any

displaced to nonneighboring pixels being vertically
spacing which resulted from

neighboring locations in the
applied to these

new

new image.

above
Finally, the look-up table described

was

images.

Flecrron Microscopy

The procedure used

to prepare

previously
tubulin has been published

was observed on

a

biotin-labeled
specimens for immuuolocalizatiou of

(Wadsworth

e< al., 1989).

Thin sectioned materia,

JEOL TEM100S operated at 60KV.

Video Reca ll; "f b"«T"" Experiments
of
Cells used for video analysis

were held in
chromosome motion during injection

containing PtKi
modified as follows. Coverslips
Rose chamber (Rose et al., 1958)

a

cells

opening of
holes corresponding to tire
sheet, of parafilm in which
two
between
placed
wera
Zetss
with medium and placed on a
cut The chamber was fined

me Rose chamber had been

an Optiquip red
was maintained at 30° C using

m 35

Temperature
inverted microscope.

beam

Precision
incubator and a Nickolson

msrmments Air Sneam Incnbator to

which

(McKenna and
of the injection chamber
to allow even heating
added
were
hoses
flexible
and the stage
was shut off jus, befote injection
Wang 1989) The red-beam incubator
evaporation
This technique reduced
the air sneam incubator.
heated only from below using
Temperature was measured
the experiment.
injection chamber during
losses

from the open

after injection.
nsingaYSI temperature monitor

No coobng of tire injection chamber

Microinjections were
injection experiments.
min)
(2-3
shot,
urese
detected during
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was

made

NA oil immersion lens using phase contrast
contrast 0.5 N A (25mm
was muminated with a Hoffman modulation

while observing cells with a Zeiss
optics.

The specimen

63X

1.4

and a 100 watt mercury
working distance) phase condenser
interference filters
efforts

arc light source.

Both heat and

source and the cells. Although
were placed between the illumination

losses during the course of observation,
were made to reduce evaporation

in the injection

during

initial

to
chamber for long periods of time appeared

cells held

suffer light and/or heat stress

within a
been found, observed and injected
experiments. Only cells which had

used for further analysis.
upon the microscope stage could be
few minutes of being placed
the addition of a
chamber was subsequently modified by

To alleviate these problems, the

injection and
carefully removed prior to
acetate. This cover was
clear
from
fashioned
cover
over
significantly extended the time
injection. This technique
after
immediately
replaced
Video sequences were recorded

which

cells

microscope stage.
could be observed on the

using a Dage

MTI Newvicon video camera (model 67M).

Images were background

image processor (model 794)
using a Hughes Aircraft Co.
stretched
contrast
and
subtracted
video recorder (model
inch video tape using a Sony
before being stored on 3/4

VO-

5800H).

Data Analysis
average, contrast
using a three frame running
Video sequences were processed
a
computer. For cells in which
real time using a Masscomp
enhanced, and digitized in
chromosome mouon
he detected, rates of

motion could
reversal of ctaomosome-to-po.e

were measured before reversal,

and after recovery of
during the period of reversal,

cells
chromosome-to-pole motion. For

in

detected,
which no mversd could be

before
chromosome motion were measured

rates of

seeonds after injeetion,
injection, for titrny

and

bunon

Mouse
posfinjection interval.
following mis thirty second
for up to two minutes
a,
video sequence. The fime
individual frames from rhe
freeze
to
used
commands were
in a data file.
was automatically recorded
which each image was obtained
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A mouse driven

cursor

was placed on

chromatids.

The

the screen and used to

mark the kinetochore region of two

distance in pixel units between these

computer in the same data

file

two points was recorded by the

as the time measurements. This procedure

successively for the length of the video sequence.

sister

was repeated

The video sequence was then re-started

and the procedure repeated for the next pair of sister chromatids, and so on. Lengths were
converted from pixel units to microns using pixel/micron ratios obtained by imaging a slide
micrometer. The resulting data sets were graphed with a Macintosh computer. Linear
regression analysis of these data

was used

to determine rates of

chromosome motion.

Small changes in the motion of individual chromosomes are under estimated using
the technique described above, as

chromosome motion

is

measured as a function of the

distance between pairs of chromosomes. In addition, both sister chromatids rarely

remained in the plane of focus during the
localization of
difficult.

To

entire observation period,

making the accurate

more than one chromosome throughout the video sequence extremely

address these problems, the motion of individual chromosomes

was

quantified using a second method. For this analysis, images were displayed and recorded
as described above.

The

first

point recorded

was a reference point chosen

to lie both

behind the chromosome being analyzed and on a line containing the spindle pole and the
kinetochore region. Instead of measuring the distance between separating chromosomes,
the location of an individual kinetochore region

was then recorded in

computer program calculated the distance between the

the data

original reference point

position of the kinetochore region. This approach enabled nearly twice as

measurements of chromosome location to be made as the
per image was marked. Furthermore,

this

first

file.

A

and the

many

method, as only one point

method was much more

sensitive to small

changes in chromosome motion, and could more accurately measure rates of motion for
individual chromosomes. Unfortunately, the reference point could not be changed during
the course of a video sequence, so only cells in

position could be analyzed using this method.
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which the spindle did not rotate or change

The mitotic

stage of injected cells

was determined

as described previously (Shelden

and Wadsworth, 1990). The number of kinetochore proximal

of incorporation was

tufts

determined for cells incubated for 40 seconds or less post-injection by displaying each

image of a cell's through focus

series

on a video monitor. Clear acetate

over the video monitor, and the location of any
acetate sheet.

The number of tufts/cell

was counted, and

the average

using a two-tailed

t

tufts

for anaphase

number of tufts/cell

sheets were placed

of incorporation were marked on the

A (mid and late) and anaphase B cells

for each cell stage

was then compared

test

Results

Incorporation of Biotin-tubulin into Anaphase Cells

When anaphase PtKi
injection pipette)

cells are microinjected

with biotin-tubulin (3-5.5 mg/ml in the

and immunostained to localize biotin-tubulin and

unexpected biotin-tubulin staining pattern

is

observed (Figure

total tubulin,

3.1).

an

When examined at

approximately 30 sec post-injection, bright segments of biotin-tubulin fluorescence are
detected proximal to the kinetochore
cells

(Gorbsky

et

al.,

1988).

- -

presumably the

Comparison of the

site

of subunit loss in anaphase

biotin-tubulin and total tubulin staining

patterns (Figure 3.1(a) and (b), respectively) reveals that these "tufts" of anti-biotin stained

microtubules co-localize with the plus-ends of KMTs (arrows, Figure 3.1(a)). Anti-biotin
stained microtubule segments are also detected in the spindle aster and interzone.

While the immunofluorescent staining pattern reveals

that biotin-tubulin can

incorporate at the kinetochore proximal end of kinetochore fibers in anaphase,

it

is

not

possible, given the resolution limit of the light microscope, to determine if labeled

microtubule segments are continuous with pre-existing

KMTs,

nucleation of MTs at unoccupied sites on the kinetochore plate.

or instead represent

To resolve this

new

issue, cells

have been injected with 5.5 mg/ml biotin-tubulin and processed for electron microscopic
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immunocytochemistry. Examination of injected
containing

cells reveals that the biotin-tubulin

KMT segments are continuous with unlabeled KMT segments (Figure 3.2).

Thus, kinetochore proximal incorporation of biotin-tubulin does not occur by nucleation

unoccupied

sites at the

kinetochore but represents elongation

at the

at

plus-ends of existing

KMTs.
Immunofluorescent staining of cells injected with biotin-tubulin has been used to
further characterize the conditions

under which biotin-tubulin incorporates into kinetochore

fiber microtubules at their plus-ends during anaphase. First, the incorporation of biotin-

tubulin proximal to the kinetochore in mid-anaphase cells has been

When cells are injected with low

of the concentration of injected biotin-tubulin.
concentrations of biotin-tubulin (0.3 mg/ml),

examined as a function

little

or no staining of KMTs

is

seconds post-injection (Figure 3.3(a)), although dim staining of non-KMTs

detected at 30

is

occasionally

observed (not shown). Higher concentrations of injected biotin-tubulin (3-30 mg/ml)

produce prominent kinetochore proximal
post-injection intervals (Figure 3.3(b,c)).

"tufts"

The

of biotin-tubulin incorporation after similar

intensity of kinetochore proximal staining

was somewhat

greater in cells injected with biotin-tubulin at concentrations higher than 3

mg/ml (Figure

3.4(c),

30 mg/ml),

could not be determined

if

but, given the limitations

of the tight microscope,

it

these higher concentrations of biotin-tubulin induced longer

lengths of kinetochore proximal incorporation after similar injection intervals (see Figure
3.7 for longer post-injection intervals). In general, the
tufts/cell

mg/ml

number of kinetochore proximal

and the overall pattern of incorporation were similar in

biotin-tubulin and

examined 20-40 seconds

cells injected

with 3 or 30

post-injection (for example,

compare

Figure 3.3(b) and 3.3(c)).

The time course of biotin-tubulin incorporation proximal to the kinetochore has
been examined in cells injected with 3.0-5.5 mg/ml of biotin-tubulin. Kinetochoreproximal

tufts are detected

by approximately 15 sec

time required to inject, photograph and lyse a

post-injection (the

minimum amount of

cell) (Figure 3.3(d)), but are less
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pronounced

(Figure 3.3(b,e)). With further
than tufts in cells incubated for approximately 30 sec
fibers appear uniformly labeled
increases in post-injection incubation time, kinetochore

of non-kinetochore
using light microscopy, and increased labeling

MTs can be detected

(Figure 3.3(f)).

To further examine the pattern of incorporation of biotin-tubulin
and long times post-injection, the images shown

in Figure 3.3(e)

examined for pixel brightness using pixel mapping

and

into

3.3(f)

KMTs at short
have been

30 second

(see Methods). Following a

of the kinetochore fiber is highly nonpost-injection incubation, anti-biotin staining
uniform; a peak in labeling intensity
to the kinetochore (Figure 3.4(a,c)).

detected at the plus-end of KMTs, proximal

is clearly

At this time, relatively tittle incorporation of biotin-

fiber or in the spindle asters.
tubulin has occurred within the kinetochore

When

longer post-injection intervals, no peak of antikinetochore fibers are examined following
biotin labeling at the plus-ends of

KMTs is detected (Figure 3.4(b,d)). Rather, label is

more evenly distributed along the kinetochore

fiber. Further,

more biotin-tubulin is

kinetochore fiber at these longer times postdetected in the astral region than along the
injection.

This increase in anti-biotin staining of the

et
rapid turn-over of non-KMTs (Salmon

al.,

astral

region presumably reflects the

1984; Mitchison et

staining pattern is clearly seen
qualitative difference in the anti-biotin

examined after short and long post-injection

intervals. It

1986). Thus, a

al.,

when cells

are

should be noted, however, that

quantitative
before this analysis, and therefore no
these images have been contrast-stretched

comparison between

cells

should be made.

incorporation
Changes in the pattern of biotin-tubulin
injection

can also be detected

at the resolution

at short

and long times

post-

short time
of the electron microscope. At

are detected proximal
of biotin-labeled microtubules
points post-injection, discrete lengths

immunoelectron microscopy (Figure 3.2).
to the kinetochore using
post-injection,

no

At long time points

biotin-tubulin incorporation can
clearly defined segments of

(see Wadsworth et
using immuno-electron microscopy
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al.,

1989).

be seen

However, incorporation

fraction of
detected in a relatively small
of biotin-tubulin is

longer times post-injection.

Hnetochore

fiber, rather

addition, both

KMTs in cells examined a,

along the length of the
This incorporation is detected

man specifically at the kinetoehore

be seen
landed and unlabeled MTs can

proximal ends of KMTs. In

to contact the kinetoehore.

between
incorporation can be seen
distinetchangeinthepattern of

Thus a

cells incubated for short

or elecoon microscoptc
using either immunofluoreseen,
and long times post-injection

observation.

tufts of incorporation
proximal tufts, few or no

chromosome-to-pole
tbe completion of

can be detected when

motion and examined

cells are injected after

after similar post-injection

late anaphase). To
mid-anaphase with Figure 3.5(b),
3.5(a),
Figure
intervals (compare
plus-end incorporation of
dependent changes in
cycle
cell
these
further

KMT

examine

biotin-tububn, the

number of tufts detected in

cells injected with 3-5.5

series obtained
complete through-focus
has been quantified from

mg/ml biotin-tubultn

using confocal

during eariy-ntid anaphase
(Table 3.1). Cells injected
anaphase
through
as cells process

the
1990). Unfortunately,
Shelden and Wadsworti,,
3.1;
(Table
anaphase B (p<0.01)
accurately
cells could no, be
fibers labeled in these
kinetoehore
total
percent of the
not all double
for this analysis were
d 10
usea
Krct
First, the cells use
reasons.
two
determined for

.abe.edforanti-tnbuUn.Second.no.everykinetochomfibercouldbeunanrbignons,
Hnete.hore

detectedinmesecells.I.isclear.however.matmenumberoflabeled

through anaphase influences

me incorpotation of

kinetoehore.
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to
biotin-tubulin proximal

me

fibers

Anal ysis of

Chromosom e Motion in

In order to determine

anaphase

is

if

Injected Cells

incorporation of microinjected biotin-tubulin during

video records of injection
accompanied by changes in chromosome motion,

experiments have been analyzed. In the
either 5.5

first series

of experiments, cells were injected with

mg/ml BS A. The rate of chromosome
mg/ml or 0.3 mg/ml of biotin-tubulin or 5

motion was measured before
injection (see Methods),

Measurements of

sister

injection, for approximately

30 seconds immediately

and following the 30 second post-injection

chromatid separation in

cells injected

post-

interval (recovery).

mg/ml biotin-tubulin

with 5.5

in 9 of 10 ceUs
or transiently reversed direction
revealed that chromosomes paused

examined (data not shown). To more

critically

examine these changes

in

chromosome

cells (see
chromosomes was also examined in these
motion, the motion of individual

on the video
were made relative to a fixed location
Methods). Because these measurements
stationary during the
spindles which were relatively
monitor, only chromosomes in
five
measured. For nine chromosomes in
experiment could be accurately

cells

analyzed

before injection, during
rates of chromosome motion
using this method, the measured

motion away from the pole, and
1.0, -0.5,

after the recovery of

and 0.9 ^m/min (Table

reveal that

3.2,

chromosome-to-pole motion were

example, see Figure

3.6(a)).

of motion
chromosomes can reverse their direction

mg/ml biotin-tubuhn, and further reveal,

small changes in

its

not result
motion, that this reversal does

to the kinetochore.

While not every chromosome in
be observed to reverse

cells injected

could
with 5.5 mg/ml biotin-tubulin

injection, several factors
direction of motion following

chromosome motion

small
difficult to detect. First,

unless the microscope
xinetochoreregion cannot be detected

kinetochoreofachromosomeunderobservation.
the spindle also

makes

in cells injected with 5.5

resumes at pre-injection
since poleward motion

chromosome-to-pole
rates after the reversal of

from a permanent alteration

These measurements

Second,

is

make

displacements of the

focused directly on the

me three-dimensional nature of

Motion of
chromosome motion difficult
accurate measurements of
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a chromosome which
the

is

not in the plane of focus will be only partially detected, and thus

measured rate of chromosome motion

will

be an underestimate of the actual rate of

motion.

Chromosome motion in control cells injected with either low concentrations
mg/ml)

biotin tubulin, or 5.0

quantification.

mg/ml

(0.3

BSA have also been analyzed using these methods of
in the average rates

Although small changes

of chromosome motion can be

changes are
detected following injection in these control experiments, these

much more

concentrations (data not shown).
subtle than those seen after injection of higher tubulin

When individual chromosomes were analyzed (example, Figure 3.6(b)
3.2),

no evidence of a reversal of chromosome-to-pole motion could be

(graph) and Table

detected post-

injection in these cells.

normal chromosome-to-pole
In these experiments, cells were allowed to recover

motion following
tubulin at

injection, so

it

was not possible

to determine if incorporation of biotin-

KMT plus-ends had occurred during the reversal of chromosome-to-pole motion.

motion detected following injection with
Furthermore, the reversals of chromosome-to-pole
5.5

mg/ml

biotin-tubulin are small

chromosomes seen

in

chromosomes reverse

some cells

and resemble the normal

(see discussion). In order to

their direction of

accompanied by subunit addition

oscillations of anaphase

at the

motion

more clearly demonstrate
and that this reversal

after injection,

plus-ends of attached

experiments,
experiments has been performed. For these

KMTs,

cells

that

is

a second series of

were injected with 13 mg/ml

Cells
reversal of chromosome-to-pole motion.
biotin-tubulin to increase the ability to detect

were recorded before
lysed, fixed

injection

and stained

and up

to

90 seconds

post-injection,

when

the cells were

incorporation. In these
to reveal the sites of biotin-tubulin

from the pole
experiments, chromosome motion away
(Figure 3.7; panels (b) and

(c),

also panels

(f)

and

is

(g)).

clearly observed post-injection

Further examination of the biotin-

kinetochore fibers
reveals that the majority of
tubulin staining pattern (Figure 3.7(4 h))

have incorporated biotin-tubulin proximal

to the kinetochore. In
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some

cases, tufts of

incorporation can be seen at the plus ends of kinetochore

which were observed to reverse

their direction

MTs attached to chromosomes

of motion during the injection experiment

(Figure 3.7(d)).
Several observations strongly suggest that plus-end dependent assembly of KMTs
the
during anaphase and reversal of anaphase chromosome-to-pole motion are induced by
injection of biotin-tubulin through the action of the

same mechanism.

First,

both can be

Second, the
induced by the injection of high, but not low concentrations of biotin-tubulin.
time-course of

KMT plus-end assembly corresponds closely with the time course of the

reversal of anaphase chromosome-to-pole motion.

pole

is initiated

Motion of chromosomes away from the

immediately following injection of biotin-tubulin, and tufts of incorporation

are detected at the earliest time-points that can be assayed.

The duration of motion away

from the pole occurs over 40±20 seconds, and kinetochore proximal
pronounced in

cells

examined

after

comparable post-injection

anaphase chromosome-to-pole motion occurs on average 40
injected with 5.5

mg/ml

tufts are

intervals.

most

Recovery of

sec. post-injection in cells

biotin-tubulin. Similarly, kinetochore-proximal tufts of

biotin-tubulin incorporation at timeincorporation cannot be detected in cells examined for

points later than

60 seconds post-injection in cells

injected with similar concentrations of

biotin-tubulin incorporation detected
tubulin. Finally, the length of kinetochore-proximal

using

EM techniques is similar to the distance of anaphase chromosome-to-pole motion

reversal

documented using video-microscopy. Together, these

of
the assembly of biotin-tubulin at the plus-ends

results strongly indicate that

KMTs is required for the reversal of

chromosome-to-pole motion seen in these experiments.

chromosome reversal in cells injected with 5.5
Careful analysis of video records of
or 13

mg/ml biotin-tubulin

in these experiments
indicate that the reversal of motion seen

produced by a force acting directly
can be seen in

cells near

stationary
at the kinetochore. First,

is

phase-dense objects

pole (arrowhead,
chromosomes undergoing motion away from the

Figure 3.8). Thus, motion

away from

non-specific relaxation of
the pole is not caused by
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the cytoplasmic matrix. Second, motion of

chromosomes away from the pole can be

detected in half spindles both proximal and distal to the
reversal of chromosome motion is not caused

site

of injection. Therefore, the

by the pressure of injection and can in fact

reversal of chromosome
occur against any force generated by the injection. Third, the

motion

is

injection.

caused by
of much longer duration than the displacement of the cytoplasm

Chromosomes, and other phase-dense

objects displaced by the force of

within a
injection, returned to their original location

few seconds

post-injection. In

interval
chromosome motion away from the pole occurred over a 40 ± 20 second

contrast,

Finally, examination of chromosome
following injection of 5.5 mg/ml biotin-tubulin.

motion indicates
morphology during the reversal of chromosome-to-pole
involved

is

acting directly

that the force

of
upon the kinetochore. Chromosomes undergoing a reversal

as they moved, becoming more
chromosome-to-pole motion could be seen to change shape

(Figure 3.8). In addition, motion of the
flattened at the site of the kinetochore

arms can be seen

to lag

chromosome

some instances
behind the motion of the kinetochore region in

(Figure 3.8).

Discussion

relationship between
In the experiments reported here, the

chromosome motion has been examined in

living anaphase

PtKi

KMT dynamics and

cells following injection

tubulin subunit
these experiments demonstrate that
of biotin-labeled tubulin. The results of

of
addition can occur at the plus-ends

KMTs in anaphase cells, as has been previously

demonstrated in prometaphase and metaphase

cells (Mitchison et aL, 1986;

Wise

et

al.,

demonstrates that
of injection experiments further
1991). Analysis of video records

chromosomes

in

anaphase can be induced

direction of motion in
to transiently reverse their

intracellular tubulin concentration.
response to an elevation of the

it is

From these observations

irreversibly alter the
metaphase to anaphase does not
apparent that the transition from
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interaction

between the kinetochore and KMTs with respect to

dependent

KMT polymerization.

The results of these experiments demonstrate

its ability

to allow plus-end

that reversal of anaphase

A

induced by an
chromosome motion and plus-end dependent assembly of KMTs can be
tubulin. Injection of low concentrations of
elevation in the concentration of intracellular

biotin-tubulin (0.3

mg/ml) did not

chromosome motion, while injection of

alter

mg/ml

concentrations greater or equal to 5.5

biotin-tubulin reproducibly induced the

motion. Similarly, high, but not low,
transient reversal of chromosome-to-pole
at the
concentrations of injected tubulin induced assembly

kinetochores in mid-anaphase

cells.

KMT plus-ends at the majority of

Because a limited number of injection concentrations

must be reached to induce
were tested, the minimum concentration which

KMT plus-end

not been determined. However,
assembly and reversal of motion in anaphase has
concentrations of 3.0

mg/ml

the formation of
biotin-tubulin or greater reproducibly induced

If approximately
kinetochore proximal tufts of incorporation.

injected (Saxton et
et

al.,

al.,

al.,

roughly
1976; Killer and Weber, 1978) of which
injection of a solution of 3

kinetochore
estimates, they suggest that the

is

with biotin-tubulin during anaphase

B

is

approximately 2 mg/ml (Pfeffer et

50% is polymerized (Hiller and

33%. While these values

are only

in the
sensitive to increases of tubulin

assembly of
physiological range. Finally, plus-end

Thus,

is

mg/ml tubulin will increase the

approximately
concentration of free subunits by

detected in interzonal

of the cell volume

Mitchison et al, 1986; Geuens
1984; Schulze and Kirschner, 1986;

tubulin
1989) and the cellular concentration of

Weber, 1978), then

10%

KMTs is not detected in cells injected

incorporation
spindle elongation, although

MTs during this same period (Shelden and

KMT plus-ends in cells which have completed

is

Wadsworth, 1990).

anaphase A apparently do not

which results from the injection of
level of cytosolic tubulin
the
in
elevation
the
respond to
plus-end assembly is not
further indicates that
biotin-tubulin. This observation

KMT

together with the
injection experiments, and,
induced indiscriminately in these
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demonstration that

KMT turnover occurs in early but not late anaphase (Wadsworth et

al.,

the attachment of the kinetochore to the
1989), suggests that a fundamental change in

KMTs occurs at the completion of anaphase A, the nature of which remains unknown.
toward
Although chromosome motion during anaphase is predominantly directed
the

minus ends of the MTs,

at the spindle poles,

and away from the poles, have been detected

asynchronous oscillations, both toward

in diverse cells (Bajer, 1982; Rieder et

al.,

oscillations occur with an average velocity which
1986; Aist and Bayles, 1988). Natural

similar to the value
5.5

mg/ml

measured here for motion away from the pole induced by

is

injection of

naturally occurring oscillations
biotin-tubulin (0.9 vs 1.0 nm/min), although the

duration (1.7 vs 0.6 min). During oscillations
tend to have a somewhat longer average

away from the pole in anaphase, the kinetochore

fiber elongates; the results presented here

with biotin-tubulin, elongation of kinetochore
clearly demonstrate that in cells injected

proximal to the kinetochore.
microtubules occurs by subunit incorporation
during natural oscillations as well.
that incorporation occurs at this site
tubulin into
unlikely that the incorporation of injected
natural

chromosome

oscillations. In the

It is likely that

However,

it is

KMTs seen here occurs as a result of

experiments reported here,

all

or nearly

all

of the

proximal to the
incorporate injected biotin-tubulin
kinetochore fibers in mid-anaphase cells

and not
oscillations are highly asynchronous,
kinetochore. However, natural anaphase

chromosomes reverse simultaneously. Thus,

all

reveal that the
the results of these experiments

chromosome
kinetochore fiber, and the reversal of
incorporation of biotin-tubulin into the
biotin-tubulin.
motion, are induced by the injection of

The observations of chromosome motion
is

that force
reversals reported here indicate

rather than along the
applied at or near the kinetochore

chromosome arms.

of the kinetochore region
experiments reported here, compression
reversal, while

little

is

chromosome arms
change in the position of the

also indicate that
observations of natural oscillations

due to a pushing force

movement in

In the

detected during
is

observed.

Some

the plus-end direction is

oscillations are
1981), but in other cases
at the kinetochore (Bajer,

7

1

kinetochore region (Bajer, 1982; Rieder
not accompanied by a detectable deformation of the
et

al.,

and the exclusion from the
1986; Salmon, 1989; Rieder, 1991) These latter results,

aster of

chromosome fragments which lack a kinetochore, support the view

astral
away from the pole results from the pushing of

chromosome (Rieder et

al.,

that

motion

MTs along the length of the

in which
1986; Rieder, 1991). In addition, experiments

anaphase chromosome motion

is

arms
reversed by taxol also demonstrate that chromosome

equator (even to the point of breaking) while the
can be pushed back toward the spindle

poleward (Bajer, 1982). Thus, the results of the
kinetochore region remains stretched
reversal induced by taxol, and from
present study can be distinguished from

instances of natural oscillations,

by the differences

in

some

chromosome morphology observed

motion.
during the reversal of chromosome-to-pole
If

microtubule polymerization

the plus-end directed

at the

for
kinetochore produces the force responsible

then
chromosome motion seen in these experiments,

the force

overcome or transiently turn off the minus-end
generated by polymerization must either
(Nicklas, 1983).
normal chromosome-to-pole motion
directed force which produces
are
results obtained in the present study

chromosome-to-pole motion

is

most simply explained

generated by

from disassembly

to

the force for

KMT disassembly alone, as originally

1967; Coue
proposed by Inoue (Inoue and Sato,
transition

if

The

the case, then a
et al., 1991). If this is

assembly of subunits

at

KMT plus-ends could itself prevent

could be induced by an
forces. Such a transition
production of minus-end directed
of force by microtubule
concentration. The production
elevation in the tubulin subunit
polymerization

is

experimental evidence
(Hill, 1981) and
consistent with both theoretical

Miyamoto and
generate pushing forces (Bajer, 1982;
can
polymerization
that microtubule
Hotani, 1988).

An alternative emanation for the
reported here

is tlta,

in
reversal of motion observed

tire

experiments

p.ns-end dnected
kinetochore fiber activates
elongation of the anaphase

rmcrotnbnle motors located

at

the kinetochore.

kinetochore
For example, a model of

internal to minus-end directed motors
organization in which plus-end directed motors are

Kirschner, 1988). In the experiments reported
has recently been proposed (Huitorel and
here, the elongation of

KMT plus-ends may be sufficient to engage such internal plus-end

plus-end
further reveal that kinetochores contain both
directed motors. In vitro experiments

and minus-end directed motor

activity

and

that phosphorylation

may regulate the direction

1991). However, movement of MTs
and rate of motion (Hyman and Mitchison,

relative to

the
experiments is due to lateral interactions between
the kinetochore in these in vitro

plus-end directed motors
and the kinetochore. The contribution of

chromosome which is attached end-on

to a

to the

MTs

motion of a

bundle of KMTs as in normal anaphase remains

unknown.
cellular events
clearly demonstrate that important
Finally, the results presented here

are perturbed

Alterations in chromosome motion were
by the injection of biotin-tubuUn.

of 3.0
reproducibly induced following injection
within the range (0.15

-

mg/ml biotin

been
30 mg/ml) of concentrations which have

dynamics (Saxton et
of experiments to examine microtubule

Gorbsky et
1986; Schulze and Kirschner, 1986;

Wadsworth

tubulin. This concentration is

et al., 1989;

al.,

al.,

1984; Mitchison et

al.,

1988; Geuens, et al.,1989;

Shelden and Wadsworth, 1990; Wise

beyond the scope of this paper

utilized in a variety

et

reports,
to evaluate these previous

al.,

it

is

1991). While

it

noteworthy that

is

cell-

using these
dynamic behavior have been observed
cycle dependent changes in microtubule
injection

methods (Saxton

et al.,1984;

1990; this report) suggesting that
function even

when

Wadsworth

et

al.,

1989; Shelden and Wadsworth,

dynamics may
some of the mechanisms which regulate

the level of tubulin

is

microtubule
elevated. Other aspects of

elongation, however,
dynamics, such as the rate of microtubule

may be more

sensitive to

results of the present study
Kirschner, 1986). Finally, the
perturbation (see Schulze and

resulting from injection
demonstrate that the perturbation

motion resumes shortly

after injection.

measurement of microtubule dynamics

is transient;

chromosome-to-pole

that
Together these observations indicate

in cells injected with
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low concentrations of tubulin

analogues or following incubation periods significantly longer than 40 seconds, should
accurately reflect endogenous microtubule activity (see
al.,

Geuens et al., 1989; Wadsworth et

1989) but that injection of high concentrations of tubulin and/or examination

at short

times post-injection should be used with great caution.

Conclusion

In

summary, the experiments reported here reveal

to mediate plus-end dependent assembly of

chromosomes away from the

that kinetochores retain the ability

KMTs and the associated motion of

spindle pole after the onset of anaphase, and that these events

These results indicate
can be induced by micro-injection of biotin-labeled tubulin subunits.
that the transition

from metaphase to anaphase chromosome motion

is

not accomplished

with respect to
through the permanent modification of the kinetochore, especially
to permit subunit incorporation.
transient,

and

is

its ability

The reversal of chromosome motion observed here is

only observed for cells in anaphase

A of mitosis.

The

sensitivity of

further indicates
anaphase chromosome motion to the intracellular tubulin concentration

the rate and direction of chromosome-to-pole motion

of tubulin subunits

at the kinetochore region of

that

may be regulated by the concentration

an actively moving anaphase chromosome.

I
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Figure 3.1.

Biotin-tubulin incorporates at the plus-ends of

anaphase

cells.

A PtKi

30°C for 22 seconds

cell injected

mg/ml

post-injection is shown.

biotin; (b) anti-tubulin antibodies.

3. 1(a)), is

with 5.5

KMTs following injection into

The

biotin-tubulin

cell

was

and incubated

at

stained with (a) anti-

Assembly of biotin-tubulin (arrows Figure

detected at the kinetochore proximal or plus-ends of kinetochore fiber

microtubules (arrows, Figure 3.1(b)). Phase contrast image was recorded just after
injection (inset). Bar, 10 p.m.
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Figure 3.2.

of kinetoehore fiber microtubules is
Anti-biotin staining at the distal or plus-ends
microtubules. Electron microscopic
continuous with unlabeled kinetoehore fiber

immunocytpchemistry of an anaphase

and incubated

for

antibodies and 5

cell injected

39 seconds post-injection. The

with 5.5 mg/ml biotin-tubulin

cell

was

nm gold labeled secondary antibodies.

77

stained with anti-biotin

Bar, 0.5

nm.
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Figure 3.3.

anaphase cells is dependent
Incorporation of biotin-tubulin into injected
concentration of biotin-tubulin

shown

in

each panel,

sections; (b) 3.0

30.0

mg/ml

(a) 0.3

mg/ml

and the post-injection

mg/ml

biotin-tubulin,

biotin-tubulin,

biotin-tubulin,

26

28

on the

interval. Anti-biotin staining is

28

sec. post-injection,

2

optical

sec. post-injection, 5 optical sections; (c)

sec. post-injection, 8 optical sections.

dependent incorporation of injected tubulin into

Plus-end

KMTs is seen at high, but not low

post-injection,
concentrations of injected biotin-tubulin. (d) 5 mg/ml, 18 sec.
optical sections; (e) 3.0
sections; (f) 3

mg/ml injected tubulin, 27

mg/ml, 65

sec. post-injection,

incorporation of biotin-tubulin is

sec. post-injection,

sec. post-injection

18 sec. post-injection. At 67 sec. post-injection, incorporation

79

2 optical

3 optical sections. Plus-end dependent

more pronounced at 27

throughout the spindle. Bar, 10 \im.

4

is

detected

than at

80

Figure 3.4.

patterns for cells incubated for short and
Comparison of anti-biotin tubulin staining

of the lower half spindle of cells
long times post-injection. Analysis
Figure 3.3(e,f). (a)

When examined after 27

along
aster.

At 65

and

KMT plus-ends are as

sec. post-injection, labeling

KMTs is much more uniform and is less bright than labeling in the
(c,d) Pixel

mapping of individual kinetochore fibers (arrows,

The high intensity of staining proximal
points post-injection

is

in

sec. post-injection incubation,

non-uniform,
labeling of kinetochore fibers is highly
bright or brighter than the spindle aster, (b)

shown

(a)

spindle

and

(b)).

to the kinetochore (k) seen at short time-

not detected at longer time-points;

more

staining is

post-injection than at
associated with the spindle aster (A) at long time-points
shorter time-points.

81

82

Figure 3.5.

kinetochore in anaphase cells occurs
Incorporation of biotin-tubulin proximal to the
Anti-biotin immunofluorescence of a
during anaphase A, but not anaphase B. (a)
cell injected in

for 24 sec.
mid-anaphase with 3 mg/ml biotin-tubulin and incubated

post-injection.

Numerous

kinetochores. (b)

examined 28

the
bright "tufts" of fluorescence are seen proximal to

A cell injected in late anaphase with 3 mg/ml biotin-tubulin and

sec. post-injection. Astral

and interzonal

MTs are labeled, but no tufts

images of these cells
of biotin-tubuhn fluorescence are detected. Phase contrast

were taken just before

(a')

and just

after (b') lysis. Bar,

83

10 ^m.

84

Figure 3.6.

following injection of 5.5
Analysis of chromosome motion in anaphase cells
biotin-tubulin (a), or 0.3

chromosome

mg/ml

biotin-tubulin (b). (a)

in a cell injected with 5.5

chromosome-to-pole motion

is

mg/ml

The motion of an

mg/ml

individual

biotin-tubulin. Transient reversal of

clearly seen post-injection, (b)

No reversal of

chromosome-to-pole motion can be detected in a separate cell following
microinjection of 0.5

mg/ml

biotin-tubulin. Squares represent points recorded prior

post-injection or
to injection, circles represent points recorded for thirty seconds
until

recovery of chromosome-to-pole motion, and diamonds represent points

recorded as chromosome-to-pole motion resumed post-injection.
injection is designated

by an

asterisk in

each panel.
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The time of

0.5

mg/ml biotin-tubulin

5.5

mg/ml biotin-tubulin
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1

80

Figure 3.7.

accompanies the reversal of chromosome-toIncorporation of biotin-labeled tubulin
pole motion in injected anaphase cells.
before injection
central pair of

(a),

A cell is shown approximately one minute

immediately after injection

chromosomes which reverse

detected (arrows, Figure 3.7(b) and

(c)).

(b),

and 48

their direction

sec. after injection (c).

A

of motion are clearly

Anti-biotin immunofluorescent staining

into
reveals that biotin-tubulin has been incorporated

KMTs attached to these and

A second cell (Figure 3.7(e-h)) is shown before injection
55 sec. after injection (g). A slight decrease
(e), immediately after injection (f), and

other

chromosomes

in the distance

(d).

between opposing chromosomes can be detected post-injection

(asterisks, Figure 3.7(f)

and

(g)).

chromosome-to-pole distance

same half spindle

(asterisks,

detected proximal to

is

In this

more rounded cell,

the increase in

expressed as a separation of chromosomes in the

Figure 3.7(f) and

most kinetochores

(g)).

Biotin-tubulin incorporation is

in this cell (Figure 3.7(h)). Bar, 5 \im.
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Figure 3.8.

Changes

in

chromosome shape and phase density accompany

the reversal of

contrast images of chromosomes
anaphase chromosome-to-pole motion. Phase
(large arrow) taken

were
from video records of injection experiments; photographs

taken at approx. 10 sec. intervals.

The cell was injected just prior to

The chromosome shown was located in
injection, thus the

the first image.

the half-spindle opposite the site of

chromosome moved against the flow from the injection

The kinetochore region of the chromosome becomes more

flattened as the reversal

of chromosome-to-pole motion occurs. Inspection of the trailing
reveals that motion of the kinetochore precedes,

motion of the arms.

pipette.

chromosome arms

and is more extensive than the

A stationary phase-dense organelle is indicated (arrowhead).

Bar, 2 [im.
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Table

3.1.

The number of kinetochore proximal tufts/cell.

mid-Anaphase A
late

Anaphase A

Anaphase

B

The number of kinetochore proximal

18.3

±

6.0 (n=ll)

11.7

±

3.4 (n=10)

±

0.4

1.0 (n=9)

were counted from confocal sections of cells
Cells were injected with 3.0 mg/ml or higher

tufts

stained with antibodies to biotin-tubulin.
and incubated 16 to 41 seconds post-injection.

biotin-tubulin

91

Table

3.2.

The rate of individual chromosome motion in injected cells.

before
5.5

0.3

5.0

mg/ml Tb.

mg/ml Tb.

mg/ml

BSA

inj.

30

s p.ini.

>30

s p.inf.

1.0+0.5

-0.5+0.4

0.9+0.2

n=9

n=9

n=9

1.4+0.2

0.9+0.2

1.2+0.2

n=8

n=8

n=8

1.9+0.1

1.1+0.4

1.3+0.2

n=2

n=4

n=4

Measurements were made before injection, for 30 seconds after injection, and at time points
greater than 30 seconds post-injection. Rates of chromosome motion are in units of
microns/minute. Abbreviations used are Tb: tubulin, BSA: bovine serum albumin, s:
seconds, p.inj.: post-injection, n: number of chromosomes analyzed for each group.
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CHAPTER

4

OBSERVATION AND QUANTIFICATION OF INDIVIDUAL
MICROTUBULE BEHAVIOR IN VIVO MICROTUBULE DYNAMICS
:

ARE CELL TYPE SPECIFIC

Abstract

Recent experiments have demonstrated
microtubule array

is cell

that the

behavior of the interphase

are less dynamic than
type specific: microtubules in epithelial cells

microtubules in fibroblasts (Pepperkok et

al.,

1990;

Wadsworth and McGrail,

1990). In

microtubule dynamic instability behavior are
order to determine which parameters of

of individual microtubules in PtKi epithelial
responsible for this difference, the behavior

and

CHO fibroblasts has been examined following injection with

rhodamine labeled tubulin

to grow,
microtubules in both cell types were observed
subunits. Individual fluorescent

shorten and pause, as expected.
the lamellae of

remained within
The average amount of time microtubules

CHO fibroblast, measured from images acquired at 10 second

significantly shorter than the average

of PtK! epithelial

cells.

intervals,

was

lamellae
amount of time microtubules remained within

behavior from images
Further analysis of individual microtubule

undergo multiple brief
that microtubules in PtKx cells
acquired at 2 second intervals reveals
resulting in
episodes of growth and shortening

little

overall change in the microtubule

observed to undergo
lamellae of CHO fibroblasts are
network. In contrast, microtubules in
substantial changes
average duration, resulting in
fewer transitions which are of longer

time.
the microtubule network over

detected in
instability

CHO fibroblasts.

A small subset of more stable microtubules is

also

of dynamic
Quantification of the various parameters

of both
demonstrates that the average rates
behavior from these sequences

microtubules in
greater for the majority of
growth and shortening are significandy

in

fibroblasts (19.8±10.8 |im/min

microtubules in epithelial cells

The frequency of catastrophe

32.2±17.7 |im/min, respectively) than for
(1

1.9+6.5

^m/min and 19.7±8.1 |xm/min,

(lAnterval between catastrophe events)

is

respectively).

similar in both cell

types, but the frequency of rescue (1/ time spent shrinking) is significantly higher in
cells.

PtK^

Thus, individual microtubules in PtK^ lamellae undergo frequent excursions of short

duration and extent, while most microtubules in

CHO lamellae undergo more extensive

excursions often resulting in the appearance or disappearance of microtubules within the
field of view.

These observations provide the

behavior of individual microtubules in living

first direct

cells,

demonstration of cell type specific

and indicate

that these differences can be

brought about by modulation of the frequency of rescue. These results direcdy support the

view

that microtubule

dynamic

instability

behavior is regulated in a

cell type specific

manner.

Introduction

Microtubules are dynamic polymers which alternate stochastically between periods
et al.,

1988; Horio and Hotani, 1986;

Sammak and Borisy,

1988a; Schulze and Kirschner,

of assembly and rapid disassembly (Cassimeris
Mitchison and Kirschner, 1984;
1988; Walker et

al.,

1988). This behavior, termed

dynamic

instability (DI) (Mitchison

Kirschner, 1984), has been directly observed both in living cells (Cassimeris et

Sammak and Borisy,

1988a; Schulze and Kirschner, 1988) and in

nucleated from axonemes or centrosomes (Belmont et

al.,

yirrp.

al.,

and

1988;

using microtubules

1990; Walker et

al.,

1988).

Quantification of the various parameters of DI, however, reveals striking differences

between microtubule dynamic behavior in vivo and
seen to pause in visa (Walker et
to

remain in a metastable

for

state,

al.,

in vitro

.

First,

microtubules are rarely

1988), while microtubules in yjyo have been observed

during which neither growth or shrinking can be observed,

many minutes (Sammak and

Borisy, 1988a; Schulze and Kirschner, 1988). Second,
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is significantly higher
the average rate of microtubule growth

(Cassimeris et

al.,

1988) than in

yjtro.

(Walker et

al.,

reverse
growing to shrinking (catastrophe) and the
et
frequently in yjvQ than in yjim (Walker

al.,

when measured in living cells

1988). Finally, the transition from

much more

transition (rescue) occur

reflect
1988). These differences are likely to

analysis of
living cells and further indicate that
the complex environment found in

microtubules in living cells
to regulate the

is

which cells use
necessary to fully understand the mechanisms

dynamic behavior of microtubules.

population of microtubules in living
Experiments in which the behavior of the

is

measured further reveal

that microtubule

dynamic behavior is

cell type specific.

living
tubulin subunits are injected into
example, when rhodamine labeled
et
array photobleached (Pepperkok
resulting fluorescent microtubule

fluorescence
cells.

is

recovered in fibroblasts

al.,

cells

cells

For

and the

1990),

much more quickly than in confluent epithelial

exposed to the
in different cell types are
Other studies in which microtubules

of the microtubule
nocodazole have shown that disassembly
microtubule destabilizing drug
and McGrail,
than in epithelial cells (Wadsworth
population is more rapid in fibroblasts
populations of microtubules
studies two kinetically distinct
1990). Interestingly, in both
cells but not in fibroblasts.
are detected in epithelial

While these previous

studies

have

more labile than those found in
populations in fibroblasts are
demonstrated that microtubule
of individual microtubules
epithelial cells, the behavior
these results

was not examined. Therefore,

individual micrombde dynamic
do not reveal which aspects of

the observed
behavior are regulated to generate

cell

instability

the
type specific behavior of

in
have been directly observed
Finally, although microtubules
population.
microtubule
and Borisy,
et al, 1988; Sammak
and fibroblasts (Cassimeris

wJm in both epithelial cells

have failed to detect cell
1988) these direct observations
1988(a); Schulze and Kirschner,
microtubule dynamic behavior.
type specific regulation of

To determine which parameters

dynamic instability
of individual microtubule

producing ceU type
behavior are regulated in

^M^**c^V<^
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have been injected into
behavior, rhodamine labeled tubulin subunits

and CHO

fibroblasts

Pt^

epithelial cells

individual
(Wadsworth and McGrail, 1990) and the resulting

examined within thin lamellar regions at intervals of 2
fluorescent microtubules have been
confirms that individual microtubules in fibroblasts
or 10 seconds. Quantitative analysis
turn over

more rapidly than in epithelial cells,

as

measured by the average amount of time

of
equivalent field of view. The average rates
microtubules remain within an approximately

The
also significantly higher in fibroblasts.
microtubule growth and shortening are
frequency of rescue

is

higher in PtK^ epithelial cells than

frequency of catastrophe

is similar in

in
stable microtubules are detected

CHO fibroblasts, while the

number of more
both cell types. In addition, a small

CHO fibroblasts; such meta-stable microtubules have

variety of cell sources (Cassimeris
been reported previously from a wide

Sammak and Borisy,

et

al.,

1988;

These results provide the
1988a; Schulze and Kirschner; 1988).

microtubules in
specific behavior of individual
direct demonstration of cell type
interphase microtubule dynamics
indicate that differences in

first

yjp, and

may be brought about by

events.
regulating the frequency of rescue

TV^riak and Methods

OH Culture ™* Microinjection
PtK!

epithelial cells

and

CHO fibroblasts were cultured as described

on
(Wadsworth and McGrail, 1990), plated
rninimum of 48 hours before
Vigers (Vigers et

al.,

use.

glass coverslips,

and allowed

to

previously

grow

for a

as described by
Rhodamine-labeled tubulin was prepared

(Wadsworth et
as described previously
1988) and injected into cells

MtermicroinjecUon,ceUswereretumedtoa370Cincubatorforatleastone
al

1989).

hour before observation.
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Microscopy and Image Acquisition
Cells were held in a

Rose chamber (Rose, 1958) modified as described previously

IM-35 inverted microscope.
(Shelden and Wadsworth, 1992), and examined using a Zeiss

AU observations were made at 35 to 37°C; temperature was maintained as

described

were observed using a Nikon lOOx 1.4
previously (Shelden and Wadsworth, 1992). Cells

NA objective lens, and epifluorescent illumination was provided with a 100 watt
arc lamp.

To obtain

mercury

lenses were tested
the greatest light transmission, several objective

Illumination from the mercury arc lamp was
before the lens used in this study was selected.
filtered using a

narrow bandwidth Zeiss

greatly attenuated

by defocussing the

filter

cube for rhodamine excitation/emission, and
and placing neutral density filters

collector lens

in the

measured using an IR industries photoiUumination pathway. Illumination intensity was
detector (IR Industries Inc.,

mW/ cirA For experiments in which the interval between images

typically 0.007

more seconds,

was
Waltham MA) and locally constructed circuitry, and

controlled by a

shuttered using Uniblitz shutters

Masscomp computer to further reduce

received by the cell under observation.
concentration)

was

the epifluorescent illumination

the total

amount of illumination

A small amount of ascorbic acid (1 mM final

increase
was added to the cell culture medium to

tophotodamage(KochanskiandBorisy, 1990).

the resistance of living cells

Finally, the field

diaphragm of the

the
150 urn* in order to further reduce
microscope was reduced to approximately

amount of Ulumination received by each
video camera operated

computer and
optical

at full gain

using the
sensitivity settings, digitized

and

date,

on

image was written

the ISIT camera increases slowly
for observations

made

to the

(approx. 2 seconds) were

OMDR. Unfortunately, the sensitivity of

when an image is first placed on

at ten

second

Masscomp

optical discs using a Panasonic

frames
memory disc recorder (OMDR). 32 video
final

total

ISIT
Images were collected using a DAGE

cell.

stored, along with the time

averaged before the

Thus

and

was 10 or

the

camera faceplate.

(typically 0.3 to 0.5
intervals, a short delay

the specimen and the
seconds) between iUumination of
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start

of image acquisition was

necessary. For examination at

2 second intervals,

cells

were observed using continuous

were collected using a 32 frame running
nomination for several minutes, and images
average. After

some observation periods,

cells

were held on the microscope stage without

then subsequently re-examined.
iUumination for several minutes, and

changes in

cell

No long-term

from the
morphology or microtubule behavior resulting

original observation

methods (data not shown).
period was detected using these

r atification

tH

Amivsis

piMsmmbuls Dynamics

locally
quantified using data generated from a
Microtubule dynamic behavior was

written computer

computer and further analyzed using
program running on the Masscomp

traced using a mouseMicrotubules in sequential images were
software written in the lab.
the interval between
maintained a record of each trace,
driven cursor, and the computer
occurred between images.
microtubule length changes which
sequential images, and any

sequences, microtubule
During quantification of these image

traces

from a previous image

identification of individual
image in order to facmtate the
could be overlaid onto the current

which could be clearly
next. Only microtubules
microtubules from one image to the
distinguished as single microtubules

were analyzed

microtubules
The average amount of time
(lifespan)

was measured from images obtained

mumination.

at

To minimize the possible effects of

in these experiments.

observation
spent within the area of
intermittent
10 second intervals using

photodamage to

cells

on the

quantitative

minutes
analyzed, only the first 3
cells which could be
and to increase the number of
epithelial
sequences obtained from
for most analyse, Some
used
were
eachsequence
of

data,

cells

were re-analyzed for

six

minutes in order to determine

if stable

subsets of

of observation (see Results).
with these longer periods
nucrotubules could be detected
image sequences
parameters were quantified from
Microtubule dynamic instability

obtainedat2secondmterval,Duetothelimitofresolutionofth^
thepresenceof electronic noise in

camera, microtubule length
images generated by the ISfT
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events (Sammak and Borisy,
changes of less than 0.5 ^im were considered to be pause
1988a). Because of this limitation, the

over a
minimum growth or shrinking rate detectable ov<
!

to detect growth or shrinking events of
2 second interval would be 15 ^m/minute. In order
less than 15

nm/min

in rate, sequences

were quantified in the following manner. For these

microtubule's behavior were obtained as
experiments, two separate measurements of the

two
described previously, and the results of these
minimize errors

in

trials

were averaged by the computer to

measurement during the tracing of each microtubule.

A plot of the

from the two measurements (a "life-history"
average length changes over time obtained
plot)

lines representing the
was then placed on a video monitor, and reference

microns were overlaid onto
microtubule's entire

this graph.

life history

scale in

This method allowed examination of a

growth and
and made detection of slow but extended

graph which represented periods of
depolymerization events possible. Regions of the
driven
depolymerization were selected using a mouse
microtubule elongation, pause or
cursor,

events were calculated by the computer
and the rate, duration and extent of these

for percent
and linear regression techniques. Values
using appropriate scaling parameters

the
time paused were calculated by computing

and dividing

this figure

by the

total

total

time spent paused for

observation time for

all

all

microtubules,

microtubules. Rescue

inverse of the average amount of time a
frequencies were calculated by taking the

microtubule spent in a

state

because
of depolymerization. Importantly,

many microtubules

growth nor
paused state, during which neither
spent substantial periods of time in a
frequency
depolymerization was detected, the catastrophe

is

growth event (Walker et
average duration of a microtubule

not simply the inverse of the
al.,

1988). Instead, the

average interval
calculated by taking the inverse of the
frequency of catastrophe events was
calculated by
of transitions per microtubule was
between catastrophe events. The frequency

dividing the average

number of excursions made per microtubule

microtubule lifespan. Finally,

statistical

by the average

t-tests.
comparisons were made using two-tailed
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Results

10 sec intervals

When image sequences of fluorescent microtubules are collected at
and examined, microtubules
fibroblasts are observed to

in lamellar regions of P1K4 epithelial cells

grow

(g),

and

CHO

shrink (s) and pause (p), as expected (Figures 4.1

and 4.2). Careful inspection of microtubule behavior in PtKx

epithelial cells (Figure 4.1)

frequently stop depolymerization
reveals that microtubules which begin depolymerization

and either pause or resume growing
the

PtKx lamella shown

view during

this

(rescue).

in Figure 4.1 can

50 second period

Only one of the microtubules visible within

be observed to depolymerize out of the

(asterisk,

(f)).

detected (arrows Figure
sideways movement of some microtubules can be

much more extensive changes in the microtubule arrangement

similar periods of observation in

These changes

result

Note that

4.1). In

are observed during

CHO fibroblasts (Figure 4.2, compare with Figure 4.1).

arrowheads) and
from microtubules depolymerizing out of (single

of view during the interval
entering into (double arrowheads) the field

compare with Figure

of

Figure 4.1) and the overall arrangement of

Figure 4.1(a) with
microtubules remains remarkably constant (compare

contrast,

field

shown (Figure 4.2,

4.1).

Quantitative analysis of these and other

image sequences reveals

(the average
"lifespan" of microtubules in lamellar regions

spends within the field of view)

is

amount of time a microtubule

59±5 1 seconds for 195 microtubules

88±57 seconds for 148 microtubules

in 5

P1K4

cells.

For

that the average

this analysis,

in 5

CHO cells and

images of

10 second intervals, and the
microtubules in living cells were obtained at

first

3 minutes of

microtubules
of the amount of time individual
each sequence were examined. Distributions
within the
demonstrate that most microtubules remain
spent within the field of view further
field

cells than in
of view longer in PtKi epithelial

CHO fibroblasts (Figure 4.3(a) and (b),

distributions reveal that
respectively). In addition, these

many microtubules in

within the field of view for
region of PtKi epithelial cells remain

100

all

or nearly

the lamellar

all

of the 3

minute observation period (Figure
separate and

more

epithelial cells

4.3(a)).

To determine if these microtubules represent a

stable population of microtubules,

have been re-quantified using the first

image sequences from four PtKi
six

minutes of each sequence. The

within the field of view,
average amount of time microtubules remain
this

manner,

is

when measured in

125+93 seconds. However, a histogram of the time individual

these longer image sequences reveals
microtubules remain within the field of view during
that only

detected in the lamellae of PtKi
a single population of microtubules can be

period (Figure 4.3(c)).
epithelial cells during this longer observation

When individual microtubules in the lamellar region of PtKi

cells are

examined

at

2

growth and shortening, which are not detected
second intervals, multiple, brief episodes of

images obtained

in

at

and 4.5). For
10 second intervals, are observed (Figures 4.4

bottom of each panel in Figure 4.4 grows
example, the single microtubule near the
approximately 1.9
to c).

at

m

approximately 1.2 urn (panels b
(panels a to b), and depolymerizes

grow
This microtubule therefore appears to

a rate of 17 nm/min. Importantly,

if

second intervals, the apparent change

have been 0.7

|tam,

at

a rate of 28 urrvrnin, and depolymerize

the images of this microtubule

in microtubule length

and the measured growth

rate

had been taken

at 8

between panels a and c would

would have been

5.3

nm/min.

not have
detected between panels b and c would
Furthermore, the depolymerization event

event seen in panels b-c
been detected. The depolymerization

growth event

(c-d), a

growth event

(h-j).

by

this

is

foUowed by a second

in duration (e-h) and a third
pause event of approximately 12 seconds

shrinking or pause are exhibited
Therefore, 5 discrete events of growth,

shown in Figure
microtubule in the 36 second interval

4.4.

epithelial cell
in the lamella of a second PtKj
Similar behavior of microtubules

shown

in Figure 4.5. In this example,

individual microtubule

marked

in

is clearly

images are shown

at

2 second

intervals.

is

An

each panel, and has been
detected in the lower region of

end
each case with the location of its plus

in the previous

image to more

clearly

images. Although
length which occurred between
demonstrate any changes in microtubule
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several images
the final depolymerization event occurs over the duration of

growth
to the

(a-b, j-k, 1-m)

two second

and depolymerization

interval

(h-i, k-1)

(r-t),

many

events of duration less than or equal

between images are detected. Short pauses are detected when the

location of the microtubule in a previous

image coincides with

its

present location (a,c,n-p).

frequent growth, depolymerization
Thus, microtubules in PtKx epithelial cells undergo

and pause events of short duration.

The behavior of microtubules in PtKi

lamella has also been examined by plotting

of time (Figure 4.6) (see Methods).
the change in microtubule length as a function
trace

shown

in Figure 4.6(a)

arrowheads in Figure

4.4,

was obtained from

analysis of the microtubule

and the interval shown

in Figure 4.4 is
"life histories"

Additional representative examples of microtubule
4.6
obtained from PtKi cells are shown in Figure

(b,c,d).

These

The

marked by

the

marked with arrows.
(Cassimeris et

al.,

1988)

history plots further

life

undergo frequent conversions between
demonstrate that microtubules in epithelial cells
growth, shortening and pause.
in

Examination of individual microtubules
microtubules in

CHO cells reveals that the behavior of

CHO cells is strikingly different from the behavior of microtubules

observed in PtKi

cells. In

Figure 4.7, a single microtubule

is clearly

observed to grow and

view. This microtubule elongates approx 6.8
then shrink across nearly the entire field of

between panels a and
yon in 20 seconds, or at a rate of 20.4 um/min

f.

The growth event

an episode of rapid shortening (panels
seen in panels a-f is immediately followed by
to
during which the microtubule depolymerizes

34 ^m/min, and subsequently leaves
particular lamella,

micrographs). In

was

its

original length in 12 seconds, a rate of

the field of view (not shown).

Note

many microtubules could not be quantified (upper
some

f-i),

that in this

portion of

clarity in regions where the cell
cases this results from insufficient

particularly thick or the microtubules

were

the
particularly numerous. In other cases

microtubules were
thickness of fibers suggested that
increased brightness and apparent
laterally associated,

or bundled

(Sammak and Borisy, 1988b) and thus were
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not included in

is clearly observed in this lamella,
these measurements. Finally, a microtubule fragment

and remains

relatively stable for the observation period.

observed infrequently in both

cell types;

Such free microtubules were

however, the number of fragments did not

not shown) suggesting that they
increase during long observation periods (data
result

from cellular damage. Microtubule fragments have

do not

also been observed in other cells

(Chen and Schliwa, 1990).
using different methods of observation

The behavior of individual microtubules in CHO cells
4.8.

is further

Many microtubules are observed to make long excursions

depolymerize (Figure
or shrink during

this

4.8). In this

as they polymerize and

example, a "stable" microtubule, which does not grow

44 second sequence,

is

also detected (arrowhead, Figure 4.8).

observed to
Finally, although microtubules are
cells (Figure 4.2),

revealed in Figure

bend and to move laterally

in

PtKi

CHO lamella are characterized by the straight, almost "stiff

of many microtubules (Figure

epithelial

appearance

4.8).

in
Life history plots of microtubule behavior

plot of the behavior of the microtubule

CHO cells are shown in Figure 4.9. A

examined in Figure 4.7 demonstrates

that a single

was
occurred during the period the microtubule
growth and a single depolymerization event
microtubule
examples, illustrating other typical
visible (Figure 4.9(a)). Additional

behaviors observed in

of
CHO fibroblasts, are shown in Figure 4.9 (b,c,d). A minority

(Figure
pause for extended periods of time
microtubules in these cells are observed to
4.9(d)).

a
However, regardless of the pause duration,

disappearance of
frequently results in the complete

microtubules in
view. Thus, the behavior of

seen in
the behavior of microtubules

PtKi

single depolymerization event

CHO microtubules from the field of

CHO fibroblasts is qualitatively different from

epithelial cells.

microtubule dynamic behavior in
The various parameters which characterize
fibroblasts

and PtKl

epithelial cells

CHO

obtained at 2 sec
have been quantified from images

in
intervals (Table 4.1). Microtubules

PtKi

epithelial cells are characterized

by frequent

Although the
which are of short duration and extent.
episodes of growth and shrinking
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cells are both longer than the 2 second
average duration of these events measured in PtKi

interval

between observation (Table 4.1)

detected using these methods.

it is

possible that

some very

The average rates of growth and

and 19.8±10.8 nm/rnin, respectively) are both

brief events

were not

shrinking events (1 1.9+6.5

substantially higher than rates reported

previously for fluorescent microtubules in yiyo.

(Sammak and Borisy,

1988; Schulze and

reported from analysis of microtubule
Kirschner, 1988) and are close to the values

behavior using
al.,

1988).

second intervals between observations (Cassimeris

DIC optics and 0.5

Most noteworthy however,

is the

et

observation that most microtubules

field of
cells are rescued before leaving the
undergoing depolymerization events in PtKi

view, only

1

1%

cells resulted in microtubules
of the depolymerization events in PtKi

leaving the field of view.
In contrast, microtubules in

CHO fibroblasts are characterized by longer periods of

between the two
relatively infrequent conversions
growth and depolymerization, with
(Table 4.1).

The

states

depolymerization events for the
duration of microtubule growth and

respectively) was
(9.6+7.0 and 7.4±4.2 seconds,
majority of microtubules in these cells

of these events in
significantly greater than the duration
addition, the rates of microtubule

PtKi

epithelial cells (p<0.01). In

microtubules
growth and depolymerization for these

higher than rates
respectively) are also significantly
(19.7+8.1 and 32.0±17.7 ^m/min,
As a result, the proportion of depolymerization
measured here in PtK! cells (p<0.01).
is much higher
microtubule leaving the field of view (48%)
events which resulted in a
of catastrophe was
In addition, although the frequency
these cells than in PtKi cells.

microtubules in
similar in both cell types,

in

CHO fibroblasts were rescued less frequently

growth, shrinking and
Finally, the total frequency of
than in epithelial cells (p<0.01).

measured in
pause events per microtubule

CHO fibroblasts is much lower than the

in PtKi cells (Table
frequency of events per microtubule

microtubules in epithelial cells
reveal that individual
duration resulting in

little

overall

4.1).

Taken

together, these data

make frequent transitions of short

In
change in the microtubule network.
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contrast,

most

microtubules in

CHO fibroblasts undergo fewer transitions, but the change in microtubule

length during these events

is

much

greater than that seen in epithelial cells

more rapid turnover of the microtubule

and results

in a

array.

A small number of more stable microtubules is also detected in CHO fibroblasts.
Although these microtubules represent only
in

28% of the individual microtubules examined

CHO cells, these more stable microtubules accounted for 72% of the total time

microtubules were observed to pause in these

cells. In addition,

both the rate of

microtubule depolymerization and the frequency of catastrophe events for these
majority of
microtubules are significandy lower than these values measured for the

However, no
microtubules in these cells (Table 4.1, p<0.05 and p<0.01, respectively).
dynamic parameters were detected
other significant differences in the value of microtubule
in
between these microtubules and the majority of microtubules observed

CHO cells (Table

4.1).
Finally,

intervals

images of microtubules in PtKx

have been analyzed using only every

and depolymerization obtained in
analyzing

all

images (Table

4.2),

this

intervals,

image.

2 second

The rates of microtubule growth

significantly

lower than rates obtained by

and are close to the values obtained by other investigators

Kirschner, 1988). Furthermore, the
is

fifth

manner are

using images obtained at 10 second intervals

second observation interval

epithelial cells obtained at

(Sammak and Borisy

1988(a), Schulze and

number of events per microtubule detected using

second
lower than the number of events detected using 2

and pause events
and the average duration of growth, depolymerization

significantly greater

a 10

when measured at 10 rather than 2 second intervals
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are

(see Discussion).

Discussion

Microtubule Dynamics arp GgU Type Specific

CHO fibroblasts and PtKi

Observations of individual microtubules in
cells reveal that individual microtubules

epithelial cells than in fibroblasts.

which demonstrate

remain within lamellar regions for longer periods in

These observations are consistent with previous studies

microtubules turns over
that the population of interphase

(Pepperkok et
in fibroblasts than in epithelial cells
1990).

epithelial

al.,

1990;

more rapidly

Wadsworth and McGrail,

To determine which aspects of individual microtubule

behavior are involved in

individual microtubules in small areas of
generating this cell type specific difference,
that
2 second intervals. Quantitative analysis reveals
interphase cells have been examined at

microtubules in

CHO fibroblasts polymerize and depolymerize at more rapid rates

those found in Ptiq epithelial

cells.

frequency of microtubule transitions
fibroblasts.

PtK!

than

that the total
Surprisingly, this analysis further reveals

is

greater in

PtKi

epithelial cells than in

CHO

depolymerization are often rescued in
However, microtubules undergoing

cells, resulting in little overall

CHO fibroblasts are rescued much less frequently than

contrast, microtubules in

found in PtKi

cells; the

In
change in the length of individual microtubules.

of microtubules observed in
catastrophe frequency for the majority

CHO fibroblasts is slightly but not significantly higher
Thus, although the

total

than in PtKi epithelial

those

than for microtubules in PtKi

frequency of microtubule transitions

cells, individual

length
result in extensive microtubule

is

lower in

CHO fibroblasts

growth and depolymerization events

in

CHO cells

microtubule
changes and rapid cahnges in the

Mirrnrnhnle S nh-Pnpniations «rr Detected

in

cells.

array.

Spme Celjs

kinetically distinct
demonstrated the presence of 2
Previous investigations have

(Pepperkok et al., 1990;
epithelial cells but not fibroblasts
microtubule subpopulations in
fibroblasts (Schulze and
both epithelial cells and
Wadsworth and McGrail, 1990), and in
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of more stable microtubules are
Kirschner, 1988). In the present study, populations
detected in

CHO fibroblasts but not in epithelial cells. The reasons for the apparent absence

lamellae of epithelial cells in the present study are not
of microtubule sub-populations in the
clear,

however,

it is

subpopulations could be
possible that dynamically distinct microtubule

found within lamellar regions of epithelial
(Pepperkok et

al.,

cells

under different culture conditions

region of the cell periphery could be
1990). Alternatively, only a small

examined in the present

study,

near
and less dynamic microtubules are often concentrated
It is

Kirschner, 1986).
the cell center (Schulze and

microtubules are present in epithelial

cells,

therefore possible that

more

stable

due to
but are not detected in the current study

examined.
the limited cell area which can be

The observations presented

here

dynamically distinct microtubules in
periods of time in a paused

state,

do reveal

the presence of a small

number of

CHO fibroblasts. These microtubules spent longer

depolymerization could
during which neither growth nor

microtubules observed in these
be detected, than the majority of

cells.

The functional

Quantitative
microtubules has not been determined.
significance of these metastable
analysis of the behavior of these

more

the frequency of
stable microtubules reveals that

significantly lower than
microtubule depolymerization are
catastrophe events and the rate of

in
for the majority of microtubules

CHO cells. A decrease in microtubule depolymerization

has also
rates for metastable microtubules

microtubules in
been reported for individual

Kirschner,
PtKx and BSC cells (Schulze and

have shown

that both the rate

are increased

by

and the frequency of rescue
of microtubule polymerization

MAP binding (Bre and Karsenti,

reveal that the
results of the present study

do not differ

experiments
1988). Finally, recent in vitro

significantly

more

the
1990; Pryer, 1989). However,

in
stable microtubules detected

found
from the majority of microtubules

in

CHO cells

CHO cells with

indicate that the behavior of
parameter, These findings therefore
respect to either of these
in
these less dynamic microtubules

CHO fibroblasts may be regulated by a

mechanism.
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different

Regulation of Interphas e Microtubule Dynamics
postulated to play a role
Regulation of catastrophe and rescue frequencies has been
in the organization

example,

it

in interphase cells.

and behavior of diverse microtubule arrays

For

microtubule transitions
has been suggested that reducing the frequency of

cells (Bre et
involved in the polarization of cultured epithelial

1990), and that increasing the

al.,

1990; Pepperkok et

number of rescue events may contribute

stable axonal microtubule arrays during

is

al.,

to the formation of

axon outgrowth (Tanaka and Kirschner, 1991).

demonstrated for microtubules in fibroblasts,
Here, a lower frequency of rescue has been

which are

actively ruffling

in stationary
and capable of locomotion, than for microtubules

obtained for rescue
epithelia. In addition, although values

amphibian epithelial and neuronal
other than values obtained from

cells (Table 4.3) are

mammalian

and catastrophe frequency from

lower than and more similar to each

examination of
tissue culture cells (this report),

than catastrophe
differences in the frequency of rescue
the reported values reveals greater

among interphase cells of both groups

reported for
(Table 4.3). For example, the values

epithelial cells (Cassimeris et
catastrophe frequency in newt lung

al.,

1988) are similar to

Kirschner,
nerve growth-cones (Tanaka and
values reported for catastrophe in Xenopus

newt lung epithelial cells
1991), while rescue frequency in

is

higher than the rescue

in nerve growth cones (Table
frequency calculated for microtubules

behavior
suggest that variation in microtubule

among

4.3).

These

results

interphase cells involves cell type

cell origin.
rescue frequencies, regardless of
specific regulation of microtubule

Although the

transition

changes
from interphase to mitosis also involves

behavior,
microtubule dynamic instability

it is

rescue events
not clear if the frequency of

For example, in
regulated during this transition.

approximately 6 fold higher

is

extracts (Belmont et
than for microtubules in interphase

al.,

rescue
1990); the frequency of

two-fold).
mitotic extracts (approximately
also increased slightly in the

measured frequency of rescue events

is

Xemm oocyte exacts, the frequency of

in mitotic extracts
catastrophe measured for microtubules

was

in

in both types of extracts
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(Belmont

However, the

et al.,

1990)

is

much lower that values obtained from living interphase cells
Tanaka and Kirschner, 1991; present

study).

(Cassimeris et

al.,

1988;

The low value of microtubule rescue

oocyte extracts
frequency measured from interphase Xenppns

may indicate that interphase

oocytes are not directly comparable to interphase
conditions present in undifferentiated
rescue
Alternatively, the low values for interphase
conditions in non-embryonic cells.

frequency
It

may reflect the difficulties in reproducing in

^conditions in in yiim extracts.

frequency of rescue events has also been postulated
should be noted that a decrease in the

(Cassimeris et
to occur as cells enter mitosis

al.,

1988). Direct observation of the behavior

progress into mitosis
of microtubules in living cells as they

may be necessary to resolve

this issue.

w,

^

Dynamic Behavior
Technic- aaw* the. Mea surement of M icrotubule

The results presented here directly

successive
demonstrate that the interval between

instability
obtained for the parameters of dynamic
observations greatly affects the values

behavior.

The rate,

growth and shortening events, as
duration and extent of microtubule

events per microtubule, are
well as the number of detected

all significantly

affected by the

microtubule growth and
For example, the average rates of
observation interval (Table 4.2).
shrinking are significantly greater
intervals.

These

when measured at 2

rates of microtubule

greater than
growth and shortening are also much

in
growth and shortening rates measured

observation intervals

vitro.

(Sammak and Borisy,

et

al.,

1990).

(Walker et

al.,

1988), in vivo, at longer

or
1988(a); Schulze and Kirschner, 1988),

analogues
from immunolocalization of tubulin

and Kirschner, 1986; Bre

second, rather than 10 second

after microinjection

and fixation (Schulze

Thus these latter methods may

seriously

In addition, fewer

grates of microtubule growth and shrinking.
from images taken at
in Pt^ epithelial cells
and rescue events are detected

underestimate the in
catastrophe

events
Thus, both the number of
intervals (present study).
second rather than 2 second
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10

which can be detected and the

rates of

growth and shrinking are significantly affected by

the interval between observations.

system available for
Acquisition of images at 2 second intervals (using the imaging
greatly attenuated, illumination of the cell
these experiments) requires continuous, although

were
area under observation. Although efforts
illumination on the cells (see Methods),
vitro,

illumination (Vigers et

1988).

adverse effects of

has been demonstrated previously that

can be damaged and may break

fluorescent microtubules in
al.,

it

made to minimize any

at certain levels

of

However, several observations strongly suggest that the

do not affect microtubule behavior in
experimental conditions used in the present study
vivo.. First,

when sequences collected

to values reported

at

2 sec are analyzed

at

10 sec, the results are similar

observation
by other investigators using 10 second

intermittent iUumination (Schulze

intervals

and

fluorescent
and Kirschner, 1988). Second, damage to

microtubules under illumination in ykro

is

accompanied by photobleaching (Vigers

et al.,

periods used here
fluorescence during the observation
1988), and loss of microtubule

is

sequences used
were never observed to break during the
not detected. Third, microtubules

fragments
for this study, although microtubule

were occasionally detected. Rather,

and
of individual microtubules entering
microtubule turnover occurs as a consequence
in yiye is
Finally, photo-damage of microtubules
leaving the cell area under observation.

1988),
dynamic behavior (Schulze and Kirschner,
accompanied by diminished microtubule

rescue and
growth and depolymerization and high
and both high rates of microtubule
these observations
in the present study. Together,
catastrophe frequencies are obtained

exposure to
strongly indicate that limited

low

with
areas of the cell, used in conjunction

over small
levels of continuous illumination

low doses of ascorbic

acid,

do not result

in

differences in results
behavior in vJvq, and that the
detectable alterations of microtubule

obtained from observations
resolution of measurements

made
made

at

at

2 and 10 second
2 second

temporal
intervals reflect the greater

intervals.
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While the observations of microtubules

at

2 second intervals represent the

greatest

temporal resolution thus far reported for images of fluorescent microtubules in living
only a limited area of the

cell

could be examined during these experiments.

cells,

important to

It is

consider the effect of this Umitation on the quantification of microtubule dynamic instability
parameters. For example, microtubule growth and shrinking events resulting in a

microtubule entering or leaving the field of view are only partially detected in these
experiments, and the measured duration of such an event therefore underestimates
duration.

Because the duration of growth and depolymerization events

the frequency of catastrophe and rescue events, these latter values

is

its

actual

used to calculate

may in turn be

overestimated. In PtKi cells, only a small minority of microtubule growth and

depolymerization events result in a microtubule entering or leaving the field of view. Thus,
the degree to which the behavior of the total population of microtubules in these lamellae

could be misrepresented

is

small. In contrast, half of the observed microtubule

depolymerization events and over one third of the observed growth events in

CHO

fibroblasts result in a microtubule leaving or entering the field of view (see Results). Thus,

underestimate the extent and duration

the analytical methods used in the present study

may

of microtubule growth and shortening events in

CHO fibroblasts, and overestimate the

frequency of rescue and catastrophe events in these

between microtubule behavior in
greater than indicated

Therefore, the differences

CHO fibroblasts and PtKi epithelial cells may actually be

by the results obtained in

Micromhule Dynamics and

cells.

Intracellular

this study.

Tubulin

The results presented here indicate

Co ncentration Mav Be Interrelated

that microtubules in

PtKi

epithelial

ceUs have an

of microtubule growth and
increased frequency of rescue and a decreased rate and duration
depolymerization events than the majority of microtubules in

CHO fibroblasts; no

events is detected.
significant difference in the frequency of microtubule catastrophe
interest to consider the

It is

of

manner in which these observed differences in microtubule behavior

1 1 1

may

Kinetic analysis of microtubule assembly in

arise.

vitro,

MAP binding

has shown

polymerization and the resistance of
increases both the rate and extent of microtubule

(Herzog and Weber, 1978;
microtubules to various microtubule destabilizing drugs

Sloboda

et al.,

reveal that

1976;

Yen et

al.,

in vitro further
1988). Analysis of individual microtubules

MAPs increase the frequency of rescue events; the rate of microtubule

depolymerization

may

Pryer, 1989).
also be decreased (Bre and Karsenti, 1990;

has also been shown to increase both
Microinjection of tau protein into living cells
polymer, however, the increase in
microtubule stability and the amount of microtubule
microtubule polymer in living ceUs

is

limited

by the

free tubulin concentration (Drubin

an increase in total microtubule polymer
Kirschner, 1986). Thus, in living cells,

and

may result

the concentration
tubulin concentration. Finally, decreasing
in a decrease in the intracellular

microtubule
to both decrease the rate of
of free tubulin in vitro, has been shown

of catastrophe events (Walker et
polymerization and increase the frequency
the binding of MAPs
The results described above suggest that

PtKi

tubulin
cell containing limited free

al.,

1988).

to microtubules in a

of
could result in an increase in the number

microtubule
in the extent and duration of
microtubule transitions and thus a decrease
these
growth and depolymerization events in

cells.

MAPs to microtubules has been shown to increase

of
In addition, although the binding
polymerization,
the rate of microtubule

free tubulin
decrease in the concentration of
in a living cell the resulting

may eventually

in the frequency of
growth. Thus, although no difference
reduce the rate of microtubule

catastrophe

is

detected between the two cell types,

cells and
behavior observed between PtKi

by

cell type specific

CHO fibroblasts may none the less be explamed

expression of MAPs in PtKj

epithelial cells contain higher

many of the differences in microtubule

cells. It is therefore

possible that PtKi

concensus of MAPs than CHO fibroblasts

or a unique

tubulin in
the concentration of free

MAP not found in CHO fibroblasts and that
fibroblasts.
that found in CHO
epithelial cells is lower than

type of

PtKi
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Such a model,

in

which the behavior of microtubules and the intracellular

concentration of free tubulin are interdependent,
First, the

is

supported by several lines of evidence.

concentration of free tubulin in living cells

level of tubulin

mRNA translation (Yen et

al.,

is

known

to

be autoregulated

at the

concentration of
1987), suggesting that the

the concentration
importance. Second, transient increases in
free tubulin is of physiological
to result in an
of tubulin subunits have been shown
of free tubulin by microinjection

plus-end
(Schulze and Kirschner, 1986) and the
increased rate of microtubule growth

Wadsworth,
microtubules in anaphase (Shelden and
dependant elongation of kinetochore
microtubule behavior
demonstrate that important aspects of
1992). These experiments

may

of free tubulin in vivo..
be regulated by the concentration

Conclusion

evidence of cell type specific
this study provide direct
In summary, the results of
microtubule behavior.

The average amount of time individual

pmtrusions
observation remain within lamellar

is

microtubules under

cells than
significandy higher in epithelial

intervals reveals that microtubules
of microtubules at 2 second
in fibroblasts. Observation
in
majority of microtubules found
less dynamic than the
are
cells
epithelial
of
in the lamellae
rate of microtubule
frequency of rescue and a lower
fibroblasts due to a higher

CHO

grow* and depolymerrzation;
populations

is

for these microtubule
the frequency of catastrophe

not significantly different.
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Figure 4.1.

Individual microtubule
intervals. Individual

dynamic behavior in PtK]

cells

examined

microtubules are clearly observed to grow

at

(g),

10 second

shrink

(s)

pause (p) in the lamella of this PtKi cell during the 50 second interval shown.
microtubule which moves sideways (laterally)

is

interval

shown

(asterisk).

Bar 4

first

A

also observed within this lamella

(arrows points to the microtubule and the original location of its plus end).

one of the microtubules present in the

and

Only

panel leaves the field of view during the

(Jm.
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Figure 4.2.

behavior in a
Individual microtubuledynannc
interval,

CHO lameUa examined at 10 second

Many of the individual microtubules

the field
detected in this lamella leave

arrowheads). In addition,
interval shown (single
of view during the 50 second
several

new micmtubules

(double arrowheads).

interval
field of view during this
are observed to enter the

Many microtubules completely

the 10 second interval between

two images. Bar 4
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appear and disappear during

\im.
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Figure 4.3.

in
Distributions of microtubule lifespans

Most microtubules in PtKi
than microtubules in

images acquired

at

epithelial

PtKi

epithelial cells

and CHO

ceUs remain within the field of view longer

CHO fibroblasts. Microtubule lifespans were obtained from

10 second intervals.

Most microtubules in PtKi

of view than microtubules in
(A) spend more time within the field
(B)

fibroblasts.

epithelial cells

CHO fibroblasts

Many microtubules in
when the first 3 minutes of each sequence is examined

PtKi

cells

minute sequence (A),
remain within the field of view for the entire 3

however, analysis of the

first

6 minutes of these sequence (C) demonstrates

only a single distribution of microtubules

is

that

detected in PtKi epithelial cells using

these methods.
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Figure 4.4.

episodes of growth,
Individual microtubules are observed to undergo frequent
shortening and pause

when images of microtubules in PtKi

second intervals. The interval between displayed images

is

cells are

obtained at 2

4 seconds.

An

growth events (a-b, c-d,
individual microtubule can be observed to undergo three
h-j),

the 36 second
a depolymerization event (b-c) and a pause event (e-h) during

interval

shown

(see also Figure 4.6(a)).

The arrowhead marks

of this microtubule's plus end, and a second arrowhead marks

b and

f.

Other microtubules can be observed to enter or leave

during the interval shown. Bar 4 |im.
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the starting location
its

plus end in panels

this lamellar

region
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Figure 4.5.

events observed in PtKl
Some microtubule growth and shrinking
less than or equal to

PtKl

cell

epithelial cells are

individual microtubules in a
2 seconds in duration. Images of

shown.
obtained at 2 second intervals are

clearly detected in the

An individual microtubule is

been marked in each case
lower region of each panel, and has

growth
obtained from the previous panel. Small
with the location of its plus-end
depolymerization events
events (a-b, j-k, 1-m) and

2 seconds

in duration are observed.

Bar 4

urn.
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(h-i, k-1)

of less than or equal to
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Figure 4.6.

Life history plots obtained from individual microtubules in

PtKi

cells.

duration and
Microtubules in these cells undergo frequent length changes of short

extent

A life history plot obtained from the microtubule shown in Figure 4.4 is

shown

in panel (a).

The interval shown

in Figure 4.4 is

Numerous growth and shrinking events occur during

shown for
The axes

this

are

microtubule

marked

(a)

marked with arrows

the observation periods

and for other representative microtubules

in microns (vertical)

and seconds
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(a).

(horizontal).

(b,c,d).
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Figure 4.7.

Individual microtubules in

CHO fibroblasts undergo growth and depolymerization

events which result in extensive microtubule length changes.

from a sequence obtained
displayed images

is

at

2 second intervals is shown, the

4 seconds.

A series of images
interval

between

An individual microtubule is clearly detected in the

lower portion of each image and has been marked with the location of its plus-end
in the first image.

The microtubule grows rapidly

observation (a-e) and then depolymerizes back to

across the region of the cell under
its starting

location

(f-i). It

subsequently leaves the field of view (not shown). Other microtubules which either

grow

into (g) or shrink out of (s) the field of view are also detected.
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Bar 4

urn.
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Figure 4.8.

Dynamic and
at

stable microtubules are detected in

2 second intervals are shown, the

seconds.

between displayed images

Numerous microtubules can be observed

across this region of a
to

interval

CHO fibroblasts. Images obtained

to

grow

is

4

(g) or shrink (s) rapidly

CHO fibroblast A single microtubule which does not appear

grow or shrink during the 44 second interval shown

(arrowhead). Bar 4 |im.
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is also

detected
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Figure 4.9.

in
Life history plots of microtubules

CHO fibroblasts demonstrate that most

depolymerization
long periods of growth and
microtubules in these cells undergo
with infrequent conversions.
indicated in Figure 4.7 is

A life history plot obtained from the microtubule

shown

(a).

Only a

single

growth and depolymerization

microtubule remains visible, (b-c) Additional
event occurs during the period this
in
examples of typical microtubule behavior

CHO fibroblasts; single growth or

changes in microtubule length.
depolymerization events result in extensive

A

appear to remain in a paused state for
minority of microtubules in these cells
period of time

(d).

and
However, these microtubules do undergo growth

depolymerization excursions before and after pausing

microns

(vertical)

some

and seconds (horizontal).
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(d).

The axes

are

marked in

13

1

Table 4.1. Microtubule dynamic parameters measured in PtKi and

CHO cells at 2 second

intervals.

CHO(18}

PtK(19^

"

gr length"

1

gr time@

19.7

2.6

.y ±. o.o

9 6

± 8.1
± 2.5
+ 70

21.2

3.2

32.2

21.1
3.2

26.6

1.3
1

5
JL U. ~»

1.6

±1.4

4.3

shtime@

5.1

±3.8

7.4

± 17.7
± 3.3
± 4.2

ps time@

8.5

±

8.0

±

1
1/c s'

18.5

19.8

shrate*
"

sh length"

1

± 11.7
± 2.3
± 5.3

+6
± 0.9

Q
11.7

1 1

gr rate*

CHexsom

±

10.8

5.5

±

15.0

±3.8

4.6

± 10.1
± 3.9

7.6

7.4

± 11.5
± 3.2
± 4.6
±

19.9

± 26.5
± 4.9

16.5

31.3

7.7

7.3

1/rs' 1

5.1

c s"l

.0541

.0606

.0319

rs-1

.1961

.1299

.1370

events/MT/min

7.3

4.0

4.0

obtained
The value of microtubule dynamic instability parameters measured from images
individual
of
number
the
represent
2 second intervals. The numbers in parenthesis
microns;
microtubules analyzed for each group. Units are: * microns/minute; +

at

@

pause
seconds; abbreviations used are gr: growth; sh: depolymerization; ps:
seconds.
r: rescue, MT: microtubule, st: stable, s:
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c: catastrophe;

b

42

PariS ° n

S s^ te^

°f miCTOtubule

Parameter, in PtKi cells measured

in

2 seen 9^

10 seed 0^

grjate*

11.416.2

gr.time@

6.716.1

5.1512.8
18.9110.8

0+0 85

er.leneth"*"

1

Ngr

113

1.4±U.oo
31

sh.rate*

17.2110.3
4.413.5

11.414.5

sh.time@

at

2 and

13.8114.1

sh.length+

1.311.3

Nsh

72

2.011.2
21

c s'l

.054

.0217

rs-1

.225

.0735

ps time@

8.5+5.4

15.819.9

%ps time@

46.3

27.6

#ps/MT
#gr/MT
#sr/MT

4.5
5.9
3.8

2.0
3.1
2.1

Comparison of the values of microtubule dynamic instability
parameters measured using 2
or 10 second intervals between observations from
images collected at 2 second intervals
Ihe numbers in parenthesis represent the number of individual
microtubules analyzed for
each group. Units are: * microns/minute; + microns;
seconds; abbreviations used are
gn growth; sh: depolymerization; ps: pause c: catastrophe; n rescue,
MT: microtubule, secseconds, s: seconds, Ngr,Ns h: the number of observed
growth and shrinking events
i

@
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Table 4.3. Comparison of microtubule dynamic parameters reported from cells
and

Source

cell extracts.

catastrophe/sec

rescue/sec

PtKl*

0.054

0.196

CHO*

0.061

NewtLung@

0.014

0.130
0.044

Xenopus Neuron"*"
Xenopus Interphase Extracts*
Xenopus Mitotic Extracts*

0.012

0.029

0.0 1

0.011

0.116

0.027

*PtKi,CHO; present study

@Newt lung epithelial cells; Cassimeris et al„

1988

+Xenopus neuron; Tanaka and

Kirschner; 1991

#Xenopus

al.,

extracts;

Belmont et

1991
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